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INTRODUCTION 

The 

Let us make no 

participation 
Czechoslovak 
return to our 

the enactment 

Africa 

demise 

the world, 

reconciJiation could 

oppression. The 

o.lexperience is action. 1 

Government, the 

realize this, 

2 
cease to be so hor1'(/lc. Ilwe 

we solemn(v honour the pledge we made 10 to the 
shall redeem herse(land thereby widen 

of exclusion and open a chapter (~fheroic \'n"II"'''' 

to build a society of which each of us can 
o.lthe world. 3 

democratic m 

South 

both domestically and lowing the 

apm1heid regime, South throughout 

to countless other ravaged that 

achieved even after years of division, 

surrounding South Africa's emancipation 

attracting more tourists, more even 
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2010 Soccer World Cup. But in the past few years, there is no doubt that the hope and 

excitement have diminished greatly, even to the point where the holding of the World Cup in 

South Africa has been called into question.s Over the past few years the vast majority of 

headlines in and out of South Africa have done anything but encourage hope. From having the 

worst crime rate in the world, to numerous politicians being prosecuted for corruption and rape, 

from an outbreak of xenophobic attacks against immigrants, to a government that has yet to 

come to terms with the HIV IAIDS pandemic, South Africa is now causing many to lose hope; 

the hope that once an entire populace is liberated from the chains of oppression and free to 

engage in politics, things must surely get better. 

While there is no doubt that the situation in South Africa is preferable to the situation as 

it existed under apartheid rule, there is also little doubt that much of South African society and its 

political institutions are in a state of disarray. at best. Disillusionment with the slow pace of 

transformation has led huge segments of the population to either disengage completely from 

politics, or to return to the more radical ideas promulgated in the 1980's. While everybody in 

South Africa is now free to vote in general elections, there is an increasing perception that the 

transition out of apmiheid merely amounted to a power transfer from one elite clique to another.6 

Thus, despite the attainment of rights for all through a new Constitution, the situation on the 

ground may not seem very new at all to most South Africans. The reasons for this are complex, 

involving everything from the economy to disease. and it would be impossible to write a 

conclusive list of the causes of South Africa's present turmoil. Yet what is unquestionable is the 

5 'South Africa quells World Cup safety fears.' Available at 
http:/'W1V1I'.news.colII.ulllheraldsulllsrorv!{j, 11985, 20917894-2883. OO.hrml [Accessed 14 June 2008J. 
{, Jeffrey Herbst 'Prospects for Elite-Driven Democracy in South Africa' (l997) 112/4 Polin cal Science Quarrerly 
595 at 595. 
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to 

find new 

the 

this the political 

3 

transformation has 

process. subject 

the of focus. 

place. and to 

dissertation is 

question as to oneisto in 

Africa. What methodology is one to follow? possibility is to tum to the 

work Arendt, a woman who not only 

provided some of the most 

which 

the horrors oppression in Nazi 

on totalitarian 

as South Africa in latter the 

twentieth century. it is not work identifying features of totalitarian regimes 

that is most pertinent to a but rather her 

assessment what constitutes a truly new beginning; that a revolution. Arendt a 

revolution does not a change, nor even through a 

rudimentary of it results in 

offreedom through by can 

be so as to the revolution alive.7 terms. as 

conventional work. 

will 

that one 

is in this 

in this . it is in Arendt Hn' .. u"~~ terms 

a number 

that Arendt's work is and 

7 Hannah Arendt On Revolution (2006) at 18·25. 

which a political 

to 

evaluated. It 

Africa 
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opposed to a political philosophy' or ideology, simply us 

to. 'think what we are doing,,8 to our current 

that not only are we, as humans, the creators our systems. but we power to 

Arendt vehemently at like a work art to 

one Marxism or n::JjiI t:~;t;;Hlall 

to so unbommust 

results that occur a of 

come to act politically; and in we should the 

public deliberation a form pm1ici patory 

are not encouraged to conform to social, economic, or 

political philosophies purported to the most "rit>rll''lt", to appreciate their own 

individuality and enormous potential 

In this resoec;t. Arendt identified the as the structure of crt.,,>,>rn 

most to protect freedom. and the revolution. 11 

this so it is hoped that of s work 

it to n,·,>""nr.J' South Africa is clear. explanation of 

COlIceJ)[S such as action.fj·eedom, politics. the and an 

springboard a critical assessment of society political 

8 Hannah Arendt The Human Conditioi? 2ed (1998) 5. 
9 Canovan. 'Introduction' in Hannah Arendt The' Human Condition ( 998) vii at xviii. 
10 Arendt (note 8) at 198. 
I i Arendt 7) at 256. 
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one at a new era. as Africa part 

one of this dissertation attention to 

Arendt's that are Ul\.U"'''VH of current political 

is a 1'I"\"'f"6>,nr lies at political 12 Other as 

politics, without 

with of for reason, action is the of 

Naturally from theory is public 

and 

second and it is in discllssion that politics is 

as as articulation of how and Ultimately, 

it demonstrated for Arendt, true politics and action can IS a 

protected, distinct public in which can openly and 

of private lives. Such a public it allows us to perceive our 

common world a plurality us to "'0V''''',.''-, our own sUbjectivity 

instead <>rn,rp,r-l both our our differences. 

A secure and dynamic public is the revolution to 

and it is thus in the third chapter that Arendt's unique of revolution 

is laid out foundations of political inter action 

12 Arendt 8) at 7-8, 
13 Ibid at 28-9, 
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and the public realm, in The Human Condition, it was in On Revolution that Arendt extended and 

qualified her theories by placing them in the context of certain historical developments, 

principally the French and American Revolutions. Not only did these revolutions provide Arendt 

with a framework through which she could espOllse her theory on what genuinely constitutes a 

revolution, but they also served as snapshots of what Arendt conceived of as the proper and 

improper concerns and structures of governance. It is here that Arendt identified the council 

system as the most likely form of governance able to protect the revolutionary spirit and true 

freedom; that is, the ability of individuals to be active politically. While this is the closest Arendt 

comes to offering a prescriptive theory of politics, it will be shown in the fourth chapter that 

Arendt is careful to distinguish her fondness for the council system from conventional political 

philosophies aimed at creating a blueprint for the future. Arendt is not proposing an ideal system 

to which we should conform and in which we all know our proper place so that society and the 

State can operate smoothly and with minimal disquiet. Rather, Arendt praises the council system 

as a form of participatory democracy in which people can preserve their freedom, maintain the 

spirit of the revolution, and act towards creating the type of govemance they deem best for 

themselves: a system in which policies are, 'matters ofpracticaJ politics, sllbject to the agreement 

of many; they can never lie in theoretical considerations or the opinion of one person.' 14 

In the second part of this dissertation, the focus will shift from an explanation of Arendt's 

concepts to an analysis of how Arendt's ideas compare to the post-apartheid order. Part two 

begins by highlighting certain preliminary issues that must be addressed before applying 

Arendt's work to a political system of the present-day such as ours. These issues include the fact 

14 Arendt (note 7) at 5. 
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that Arendt's work is in large part a reaction to the totalitarian experiences that marked the last 

century, as well as the fact that her work is cemented in Western history, foclIsing solely on 

Europe and the United States. Having raised these issues, the sixth chapter moves on to a 

discussion of whether the South African transition can be classified as revolutionary as defined 

by Arendt. Despite the drafting of a progressive and intemationally exalted constitution, it will 

be argued that the post-apartheid order does not exhibit the novelty and embrace of civic 

initiative required to be considered a product of revolution. This does not necessarily mean that 

there is no freedom in the current constitutional dispensation, and thus the seventh chapter 

examines the possible extent to which freedom and action might be provided for in the 

provisions of the Constitution: 

Ultimately, however, this dissertation will draw the conclusion that despite the 

extraordinary achievement ofliberation in South Africa, the existence of freedom, action, and the 

revolutionary spirit are in great peril. The Constitution is a step towards the realization of 

Arendt's vision, but it must provide for an established public realm in which freedom can be 

secured. If it does not, the danger is that South Africans will be inhibited from escaping the 

dehumanizing machinations of modern society. or what Arendt termed the social. They win 

likeJy fall into the trappings oftbe social even further, eventually to the point where individuals 

are so alienated from their own humanity that it is largely unrecoverable. Yet the point of this 

dissertation is not to present sllch a pessimistic premonition, nor to bash the post-apartheid order. 

It is on one hand to point out that Arendt's work is still of great value. particularly to the present 

South African context because it can illuminate vital aspects of our democracy that can be 

improved upon and which might otherwise go unnoticed. On the other hand, the point is to show 
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Arendt's that faith a can be from and 

that individuals are etemally unique of '-'rllr",nT' 

ability to act or disrupt the chain of events initiated by 

In this sense, expecting the unexpected reasonable, and the that a better for 

can emerge never abandoned, even when current seems to leave little 

hope for 16 

Arendt (note 8) at 246. 
16 Canovan 8) at xvii. 
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PART ONE: 

ARENDT~S POLITICAL 
THOUGHT 

CHAPTER I: 

ACTION 

1. Introduction: Modern World Alienation 

fifty years ago, The Human Condition is one 

same controversial, pieces ofpoliticaJ philosophy the 

avidly protested against the categorization 

work not only rejected the 

choosing to 

of 

to Karl 1t is 

theorists generally have a hard 

in which course to teach her work. Yet at 

The Human Condition is most 

the Human Condition 

most 

a 

at 

was 

complicated 

ofpolitical 

to any 

for library 

simply 

political 
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engage in a of politics and western philosophic 

it is so difficult to _~'_~'J' The Human one can simply 

page, in which launches into a discussion of the space-bound satellite in 

1957, an 'event second in imp0l1ance to no other, not even the ,17 an event 

that modem unyielding to from earth in of another 

next page '[s]hould the emancipation and 

of the modern which began with a turning-away, not ll"'\~"';)''''U from 

but from a who was men in n""H/I"'n with an even more repudiation 

of an living creatures the sky?,18 one could 

and why would choose such topic to begin her political treatise. What 

does for the possibility future human 

current state political Arendt's 

modem human to see if we can 

a t'l1'n'''''',::.r concern, which is man's 

phenomenon to endeavor of 

possibility creating a superior human being 

to 

17 Arendt 

IB Ibid at 2. 

possessed by a against human 

8) at 1. 

on other have to with 

answer is revealed 

depart from IS 

from his own Arendt 

man, which is to the 

modification., a 

as it a free gift 
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from to exchange, as it were. he 

has made to interest in leaving this planet. to which 

he was man seems to an interest in leaving this human to was 

born. In other to a fundamental desire to escape the human 

something which is undoubtedly philosophical concern. 

For Arendt, the human is ofa 

which has led to 'modem world lost a sense of their own 

"OD 't· - escn )ll1g of The Human Condition, ancl her 

att"M11nt to articulate this twenti eth century. Yet befo re 

developments that have resulted in 

alienation, Arendt of what has contributed to this 

in the modern era. For one, discipline that has enabled us to 

life on other planets or genetic modification, to a diminishment of the 

of speech.2l Although initially intended as aOIJreVl,lHcms 

is now replete with mathematical 

to 

19 Arendt (note 8) at 3 
20 Ibid at 6. 
21 Ibid at 4. 
22 Ibid. 

speech has lost much 

fact that men. 'can 

and to 

Arendt is 

can talk 

cannot come from 
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The of the modern era which out 

onset CondNion is labour.::3 to free 

a civilization, the 

a of labourers.24 modern man 

as to working to live. Whether be a 

or a man largely "''''JCLln,,;) by work, to 

Arendt, this of labourers, 'does no longer know and more meaningful 

the of freedom would to be won. ,26 

Arendt's contentions may sound elitist at she by no means the 

individuals society limited of nor she 

of work as an is seeking to 

expose men lost available to in the 

example, Arendt argues Marx identified labour and 

as the fundamental aspect ofhumanity,27 doing so, Marx was convinced that a better 

would eventually ""'T1P1'er'" 

to conceive 

at SOfnel:n 

raw 

23 Arendt (note 8) at 5. 
24 Ibid at 126. 

Ibid at 5. 
26 Ibid. 

has no 

men rose up r,'p.-:.t,,·t1 it, as if it were a work art. Yet 

is at 

raw material to I'\I~lrnl'l'TI to his 

in the and cast as raw 

27 Yar 'Hannah Arendt: Available at =~-'-'--'-'~"""'~=~==-"-'-"==-'-' rH.\~"".,,,,,,:2 March 

or 
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material an attempt to create a new society or 
")R 

,_c Arendt was that to 

as we ':>U'JUJ:", create is to ignore our plurality as humans. an 

is equivalent to coercing to conform to a model, 

our individual capacity innovation.29 

not implicate as the of this but that 

the that we should ourselves to a perfect is as ancient as conception 

city. views s labour, and his 

conception as a collective up a 

as a reflection how of 

labourers in which other UHJ""\,..~t to one 

in this case p.",.,",,~.-.,,~ men as 

mere working T,,,,,,,>·/"t a place 

and a hive. is not what western philosophical 

tradition, has man to be'COll1e from own humanity. Such a 

in a plurality, with world a way, 

each having the nEvt",,,,,t, to begin capacity for novelty, 

which individual IS once man is stripped ability to act. 

alienation as being loss 

people in modern when they they no any in course 

9) at xi-xii. 

30 Dana Villa 'Introduction: The of Arendt's Political in Dana Villa The 
Companion to Hannah Arendt (2000) J at 11. 

Arendt 8) at 177. 
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events. an individual he no meaningful over the political developments 

society, will alienated from political process. something that, 

IS from own being able to act and 

political is part and conception 32 

This the consequent lack political concern it entails is no means 

a purely construct of Arendt's. It is day throughout South A where 

even after hope demise people commonly 

there is no more room faith in a better future, replacement of a 

defunct racist with one intended to rprWpt:Pl'l1' changed 

to stop what seems like an inevitable destiny turmoil. 33 The choice is 

to either allow to become completely disillusioned with the political process, or to 

turn to more that often promote overhaul and the 

current 

predicament proposes in 'a 

of the human from the our newest ""V"", .. ,,,,,,, ollr most recent 

fears .. , to I d ' ,1:i 
W 1at we are omg.·· .. not pretend to offer a to problem, but 

seeks all11nderstanding of how it came so that maybe we can discover how to 

proposes can done first by 

man and se(;0l1lt1 to trace 

32 Arendt 8} at 180. 
33 Cclean Peterson' ANC Rebels challenge South Africa's Party,' Available 

34 Eric Lucas 'ANC War Talk Sets the Tone for Taxi Violence.' Available at 
~~.!.!..!:~~~~~~~"'-'-'''-'-=~~~ Ac,cesseo 10 December 2008J. 

fundamental 

modern world 
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pn'H"',n to its origins so as to at a proper of the nature 

36 

Vita 

In quest to identify fundamental human so as to eventually 

the historical reasons for modern world Arendt natality 

plurality, and the earth, ,37 as permanent, conditions 

to conditions under on earth has 

given to man, ,38 COI:re1mcma human labour, work, and 

action, whose as such is as thought with 

with his focus on - which, for on 

the labour and work were 1'\1',0.1'''''' to man's 

ability to live 41 having tripartite division human activity 

essentially '-''''',.n",·"", 

humanity, Arendt 

traditional 

36 Arendt (note 8) at 6. 
37 Ibid at J J . 
3-3 Ibid at 7. 

Ibid at 12. 
40 Ibid at 146. 
41 Ibid at 12 

western man of his own 

to explain the human how their 

become corrupted and overtime. 
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is activity corresponds to process of human 

body ... is our 

nothing more; it is nothing of any 

attended to Like a that must constantly and harvest labour is 

an humans share with For this reason, uses the term animal 

laborans to to mode IS with of life 

itself.43 In antiquity, the activity labour was domain 

concem m was to sustain of himself and master. The purpose 111 

was precisely so others, the would not to their time 

toiling own livelihood, instead concentrate on the of the vita 

activo. Accordingly, Arendt the central of labour as 

Although labour at the bottom tripartite hierarchy the vita activa. a 

Arendt is at the heart , s misunderstanding human 

condition.45 

the 

Arendt (note 8) at 7, 
43 Canovan The Political 
44 Arendt (note 8) at31:Yar 
45 Arendt (note 8) at 104-5, 
46 Ibid at 7, 

Ibid. 

labour in the of the vita act iva is activity of 

to to 

'provides an 

111 for longer act of its and 

Hn",1f1fl Arendt (l 55, 
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which facilitate. but not life. uses term homo faber to to 

mode of simplest laber is to think a Ider who 

constructs an or craftsman carves a a work to endure at 

least some length time wi thout constant attendance.48 Yet the is not 

limited to the manipulation of physical matter, as it also includes P'Hll'r.'rI by the 

legislator, or other man-made construct to enable and human ll1 

this world. Homofaber is distinguishable animallaborans is not limited the 

of nature with to 

of humans. For this reason, work of amount of 

freedom, in contrast to l1~T,,."">nr'n~ characteristic of animal 

. in however is circumscribed by the fact that is nature.49 Work is 

a means to an end not an itself, in much same way as law is meant to 

amongst humans. is not an end in itself; in it serves a 

work labour are "t"r,.'U,rl by limited or no freedom, it is in Arendt's 

understanding of action that one is to find true of 50 to 

human condition ,51 not 

inhabit this world can 

without the of is the that ollr juxtaposition as 

48 Arendt 8) at 8: Yar (note 
49 Shiraz Dossa The Public Realm and the Public 

Arent (note I) at 146. 
The Political TheOl:l' nfJ.'trlf,1f' Arendt (1 

51 Arendt 8) at 7. 
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individuals within a plural society. 52 words, 'plurality is the of human 

we are all the same. that is. a way nobody is ever same as 

lived, or will live .• 53 awareness both our 

equality our place as individuals a collective is how action plurality to 

politics; they are, only the non, but the quam .. political 

,54 for politics is which humans debate, how to 

themselves. a plurality, 

come to their faculty beginning a 

automatically makes us aware of our .. "., ..... ,>.., in terms V"'''''''''-,U,,"'V or as separate 

physical it is only way 'we 

,56 and our as human each our own 

likens through speech or deed to a ""',.,"', .... birth,S? we come to 

our inherent drive to bring about 

the world, labour and work also 

prompted necessity or 

our 

52 Elisabeth Young-Bwehl 
53 Arendt 8) at 8. 
54 Ibid at 7, 

56 Arendt (note 8) at 176. 
57 Ibid, 
58 Ibid at 177. 

Rather, 

our status as, 

Arendt Matters 

apart our initial entry 

the creation is not 

by virtue of our ,58 As 

81. 

10 March 
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newcomers. we are to answer the primordial 'Who are yoU?',59 we do 

through 60 Because action is driven human impulse nothing it is equivalent to 

freedom. of ollr humanity. It is not a means to 

but is an m In action deters 

us with something we our lives.61 

Done action is experientially and 

both our IS a exhilaration comes by 

an to the fundamental 63 

Jerome Kahn notes in theory '[m]an is not free, as n.v·.,,,,),",u 

born/or man is born to act. just as action is linked to central 

fact of our natality, so is to our inevitable mortality. Not only do we 

ourselves action and answer the we are, but 

of 

By are for freedom means that our 

67 In acting, we enable ourselves possibility of 

Arendt (note 8) at 178. 
60 Lewis Hinchman and Sandra Hinchman' Existentialism Politicized: Arendt's Debt to 
and Sandra Hinchman (eds) Hannah Arendt. Critical (1994) 149-50. 
61 Kateb 'Political Action: Its Nature and in Dana Villa 
HCIJ111ah Arendt 130 at l46. 
62 Ibid at 144·5. 
6~i Ibid at 145. 

64 Jerome Kohn 'Freedom: The 

65 

66 Ibid. 
67 Kahn 

113 at 115. 
(note at 87. 

at 117. 

of the Political' in Dana Villa (ed) The 

The 

our 

66 

ost:anc:e of 

or renown, 

in Lewis Hinchman 

to 

10 Hannah 
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fame. ,68 Unlike behaviour, which is and merely what we 

have action spurs us to excel, to to an occasion shmv what we can become. 

oPt)oSc~d to the or skill work, the performance of involves 

an element of 111 unknown. ,70 inherent difficulty with 

however, is uncontrollability and if we know exact 

we are doing we are not our 72 

of an act cannot be 

when it to be told in form a 

from the condition ,74 in that we can 

never know a'-"IVI.'" will affect Yet, 'this is price [we] freedom; 

for plurality and the joy of inhabiting with a world 

the alL ,75 

address possible caused Arendt proposes the acts making 

promises as to unpredictability 

act 'redemption the irreversibility- of 

unable to undo what one though one did not, could not, known 

68 Young-Bruehl at 87. 
69 Ibid. 
70 Ibid at. 89. 
71 Arendt 8) at 236. 

Kohn (note 64) at ] 
73 Young-Bruehl (note at 89. 
74 Arendt (note 8) at 220. 
75 Ibid at 244. 
76 Ibid at 237. 
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was doing.' 77 1JVHHJ',-, out that is unique about and is that 

are both a feature that renders two practices profoundly politica!.78 

all and the others to 

and forgiving cannot or wrong, true or 79 In 

contrast to actions are 110t susceptible to Rather 

being motivation or the performance of an 

IS gn:!atIless. 80 

It is notew0l1hy many theorists questioned Arendt's Ply".,I',<1 on 

extraordinary 'H',n"""""T""" comes at expense of normative to theory of 

action.S] Kateb holds when Arendt action, 'is 

the dictate of the wilL. but springs something ano!!(:!mer different 

(which Montesquieu's analysis of government) I call 

principle, ,82 Arendt is not to lnoral princip Ie, 83 

action is not exist to or moral 

purposes. ,85 to moral is cursory 86 

77 Arendt (note 8) at 237. 
Bonnie of Independence: Arendt and Derrida 011 the Problem of a 

(l99l) 85 no.1 American Political Scienr;e Review 96 at 100. 
79 Ibid at 10 I 
80 52) at 87. 

of 

placed on heroic acts in Arendt's of action, K.M. McClure remarks 
'use was not. .. to expect a modern jackass to run like an ancient 

modem horses not to act like ' K.M. McClure 'The Odor of Exemplarity, and 
Politics in the Company of Hannah Arendt' in Calhoun and John McGowan (eds) Hannah Arendt and the 
1V1""Jl.III\J olPolitics (1 53 at 54. 
82 Arendt 1) at 152. 

61) at 139. 
Conscience. Evil ( 31 

85 Ibid. 
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Margaret takes a differing arguing 

moral it nevertheless a foundation sound human 

'fundamental condition of plurality of the 

fact that we this earth otllers who are both and ,87 

what becomes is that theory a 

sort of dualistim, in that it wavers npT'lXIP,>n what Seyla Passerin 

refer to as ;:>Y1I'W"''''<:1 models former 

focuses on individuals. the is characterized by 

89 Passerin d points out 

as Arendt's of action rests upon an unstable combination of both 0,,,.,,.,,,,,,, 

models action types), it is that her account will vary 
emphasis to one or When fa! Is on 

expressive action. is viewed as the performance of by 
individuals; conversely, communicative model of 

politics is seen as collective and that 
rests on equal ity and 90 

regardless the at a particular in Arendt's there is no 

doubt and the of freedom are at apex vita activo in 

condition. 

61) at 143. 
87 ",,,,.',",,,,,,.,,.,,,,, other Politica! Thollght (1992) at 191. 

88 Benhabib The Reluctant Modernism at 125; Maurizio Passerin d'Entreves The 
Political Philosoph1' Arendt 
89 Passerin d'Entreves (note 88) at 85. 
90 Ibid. 
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3. The Reversal of the Traditional Heirarchy 

As noted earlier, one of Arendt's principal motives in writing the The Human Condition was to 

identify the fundamental features orthe human condition so as to better understand the roots of 

modern world alienation. Having discerned these features and their corresponding human 

activities, Arendt's next goal was to see how our understanding of the vita activo changed over 

time, to the point where the most impOliant human activity, action, was suppressed and 

subordinated to labour. 91 For Arendt, this reversal of the traditional hierarchy profoundly 

contributed to modern world alienation because action is the realm of freedom and politics, the 

activity through which humans come together to interact, distinguish themselves, and ultimately 

express their own humanity . 

. In Arendt's view, the corruption of the traditional hierarchy began with the trial of 

Socrates.92 Prior to his condemnation to death, the ancient Athenian polis was one in which free 

men would gather in public spaces and engage in politics. For them, this ability to escape the 

toils of labour or work in order to think, debate. and express opinions openly constituted true 

freedom. This action of being openly political was in their estimation the highest of the activities 

possible to humans. The act of politics was an end in itself, for which the activities of labour and 

work were mere means towards facilitating that end, and thus often relegated to slaves and 

91 Passerin d'Entreves (note 88) at 44. 
92 Arendt (note 8) at 12. 
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Acting was with freedom precisely "'"'"",,,'" it was unconstrained 

'el""'-Ie of survival or and in this way was seen as a break 

harsh realities of the 93 Accordingly, action and 'TPPlll",n, 

solely to the public existed so that 1I1 

that is, in the exchange opinions among a plurality 

the needs of their own individual 94 The 111 

household concerns. but result of 

forth and compromising. 

dynamics of the public .::>uo .. "", equality, persuasion, not 

or necessity. 95 It was Athenian to 

return because it vita activa the 

as an in However, so would soon to a 

tradition millennia to come. 

initial event that gave way to the of the traditional hierarchy as it was 

polis was the trial of and thinker, 

Socrates to death for «'''_''-''''\.1 was largely 

as a signal that the pol in was an 

93 Hansen Hannah Arendt: Politics, and (I 53, 

94 Arendt 8) at 198. 
95 Ibid. 
96 Dossa at 19. 
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submissive to ofhumans.97 those who Athens was 

need ofa new was Plato, a discovered a 

principle' which human should ordered. 98 principle was 

derived a rejection in favour of the world ideas. It 

involved that no work in beauty truth the physical 

,99 Throuuh 
'" 

of virtue and 

philosopher come to ordered in a ",yvw,ripti with 

eternal, np,'rJ'>I't order of the universe. espoused his '1",-",,,,,.n of this describing 

the balanced one in which where the 

'philosopher-kings' would adjudicate nerwef~n the op1111Ons 100 

fonTIulation of -amounted to a complete rejection as it 

in polis, where, 'to free meant not to be subject to or to 

the command and not to It meant neither to nor to be 

'\01 The idea plurality of rI""'''''~'i1 in the were equally 

deserving contemplation could 

to the, truth beyond and beyond , 102 

The U,-".t<1'-JU0 of Plato's new approach were vast. with. the 

Plato over action came to embraced 

ancient 

Arendt (note 8) at 226. 
Dossa (note 49) at 20, 

99 Arendt 8) at 15, 

tradition recapitulated 

lOG Plato The (1945) at 175-9: Kohn (note 61) at 121. 
lOJ Arendt 
102 Ibid at 291. 

figures such as 

which 
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the primacy of ,...rH'T""'~~ was with the fall 

of Christianity. 

believed some lasting in 

could perform acts in imitation perhaps a 

of immortality !O3 was the impetus the of of 

to life-span of and meant to judged by worldly 

an object, 

defies man's at any rate IS Iv,;n"" ,.,.j", ,104 Th e 

same be said of whose political eVf:mcmts could 

the that would continue even death. And was also the idea the 

creation Roman political '''''''P''T1 a political structure thought to so that it 

accommodate to come without ever faltering. It however, 

with it came the Christianity, a which sought to the 

pursuit immortality life outsideti1is lOS At the 

among the 

to tum its val ues to 

the individual 
• ., JOn 
111 etemlty. more were action exercise 

In polis of concern. not only 

time like eternal life as 

103 Arendt (note 8) at 19-21 
104 Canovan (note 43) at 84. 
lOS Arendt (note 8) at 55. 
106 Canovan at 84. 

construct, be at any 

in the could never come through 
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politically: 107 it could come through contemplation adherence to word of 

of contemplation at of action only continued as Christianity 

its as the religion of West em lOS the this 

phenomenon was relntoifCt:lCl by the of that 

labour, work, and 

Although later the the value of 

both contemplation and Christianity, Arendt by Plato 

extended over a millennium by Christian 

"'''''''" ... " ... to concern itself with result 

to Marx to so to 

one cannot to turn traditional 

trying to labour at ifone not fully 

one action. lIo Arendt blame Marx this u ... ,u cu""" that 

was due to of action and hierarchy 

Arendt's Plato 

and but to 

107 Arendt (note 8) at 314. 
109 Arendt 8) at 2 J . 
109 Canovan 43) at 54. 
110 Dossa (note 49) at 23. 
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misconstrued the importance of action; something extremely pivotal when one considers 

Arendt's equation of action with freedom. 11] 

5. Conclusion 

Apart from initiating the movement by which contemplation would trump action, Arendt 

also argues that Plato's work occasioned the moment at which philosophy and politics, 'parted 

company,' I 12 when the focus shifted from the doing of politics to the philosophy ofpolitics. ll3 In 

the philosophy of politics, (or political philosophy), guiding models are conceived of according 

to which humans should organize themselves. Plato's ideal city was the first oftbese models, arid 

it exhibited the fundamental features of subsequent models; namely, that structures of 

governance should be superimposed on a populace in order to achieve rule and order. Although 

Plato could quite correctly be deemed the father of political philosophy, it is ironic that his 

political philosophy was highly anti-political; the whole purpose of his ideal city was to replace 

what he considered to be the ilTesponsibility and immorality of action and politics as they existed 

in the polis. I 14 Thus, the idea was born that rule and order must take precedence over freedom. I IS 

No more could a society be subjected to the unpredictable and morally irresponsible uncertainty 

III Dana Villa Politics, Philosophy. and Terror: Ess((vs Oil the 77101I::;lIt (!lHcJ/lnah Arendt (J 999) at 197. 
112 Kohn (note 64 ) at 121. 
112. Ibid. 
i 14 Dossa (note 49) at 19. 
115 Arendt (note 8) at 222. 
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polis, in which all men with group of 

is required, the to II 

This focus on the elaboration models designed for rule to which we should 

conform was one of Plato's although future Plato's 

intentions. For Plato, was organized for 117 

was a reflection esteem time of 

rise of science brought of 

f'ru"""""'u.'U<j'Vll into question. Into was not action, but the . For it was 

homo/abet and his instruments that the earth rotates sun, a discovery 

could never have been made contemplation. Soon, and 

mathematicians, as workers and Galileo to Descartes to 

previously occupied liS The 

(U'-'"-Lv'" of (TrY,,,"'''' no longer strove 

were utilitarian in reflective of homo label'. 

hom%ber was as the rising tide of capitalism 

dilemma of scarcity soon of political philosophy to 

Clnimallaborans. It is at that we find Hnl'i'1n'~ 
119 

model of rule and at to Hobbes, in a 

wars over resources, a was to 

116 Ibid at 224. 

lIB Canavan 
! 19 Thomas Hobbes Leviathan: Parts I and JJ (I 
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accumulation of 120 At crux, Hobbes' the that man 

as the ability to act and in politics. what man wants is to 

be own economic interests. 121 Plato's 

Hl'-''-''-'" what we see Hobbes' Leviathan 1 '2'2 is a complete of politics and 

Also perspective survival, and,therefore laborans, was 

Marx. labour is to of a which 

explains as of the capitalist in which Marx wrote. But 

Marx sight in his work and confuses it with necessity. 1'23 Consequently, 

Marx's philosophy becomes another in this case one in which Proletariat 

and wealth. is not so much 

Marx's or even with is that 

he to the Platonic tradition that we as 

mu~ a of 

individuality Such a philosophy is as it 

the one through we find our humanity- action. 

120 Ibid at 262, 
12: Dossa (note 49) at 22. 
122 Hobbes (note] 1 

Dossa 
Arendt 

at 23, 

course 

action some of the have 

Arendt orc,celeos by what the 
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insulated 

next 

CHAPTER II: 

31 

a 

are. Retuming to the polis, a place 

need for a clearly defined and 

it does not is the subject of the 

THE'PUBLI REALM AND THE RISE OF 
THE SOCIAL 

6. Introduction: 

Considering s 

of action, it is not 

conception the 

the ancient Athenian example to explain her 

Arendt uses the same historical context to articulate 

is not simply because, in Arendt's opinion, ancient 

ic spaces, but v,-,\.,uu.,,,, 

on a ic 
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I 12~ I . . b rea m .. tIS 1l11portant to remem er conceived as baving a ""'\~'"'''':>''1 

public character. 126 Action I'()t"r""~t'\() to the human condition plurality, and as slIch .. 'it is 

only cannot even be outside the society men ... action is entirely 

constant Drl~se~nc:e ,127 Action is through which we 

.... , . ..,"'~ .. ourselves and it on the for 

our umqueness. to Arend t, the knew this and 

it through the . 12X the palls. . how the polis {)'"\'''rCltpl1 is 

to gaining a understanding of intends by the term 

she it so 

the ancient 'denoted a and freely c.hosen 

organization and by no means just any necessary to men together in 

an 129 It was an a.:>~,v,-,'aLj'V of 

private homes in to meet in public forums discuss common In the polis, 

all men were viewed as and their opinions equally valid, yet the public arenas of the polis 

were the venues 

one induce 

Canovan (note at 61. 
12f'Jbid at 60. 

Arendt (note S) at 22. 
Ibid at 197. 

129 Arendt (note 8) at 13. 
130 Canavan (note at 61. 
13\ Arendt (note 8) at 176. 

to 

men could seek one another excellence. 

13 as it was only that 

this or even earn some measure 
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This exercise of action through speech, unconcerned with the bare necessities ofli fe and 

therefore characterized by freedom, is what constituted politics in the polis. 

Central to life in the polis was a very sharp distinction between what was considered 

public or private. The primary reason for this distinction came from the fact that the rise of the 

polis was preceded by the destruction of all organized units resting on kinsh ip.132 1n those pre-

existing units, the only concerns were the survival needs of the household, or oikos. Decision-

making was the sole purview of the household-head, who like a despot only communicated his 

decisions through commands which he enforced with force or violence. 133 Gradually, however, 

these units based on kinship became increasingly centralized in a process that resulted in the 

city-state. 134 Apart from the consolidation of human activities that the city-state represented, the 

city-state also relied on the institution of slavery, a fact that enabled the free men of the city-state 

to focus on other aspects of life not relating to mere survival. According to Arendt, 'the rise or 

the city-state meant that man received 'besides his private life a sort of second life, his bios 

politikos, ' 135 so that each citizen belonged to two orders of existence; one which was his own and 

one which was communal. [36 Having been given this second life so to speak, the ancient Greeks 

were very careful to insulate the possibilities available to them in the polis from the constraints 

of their private lives. For to them the polis was a guard against the futility oflife; it was a place, 

'reserved for the relative permanence, if not immortality, of mortals.' 137 where men could gain a 

respect other than that automatically allotted to them by virtue of their being household heads. 

132 Ibid at 24. 
133 Arendt (note 8) at 28. 
134 Ibid. 

135 Ibid. 

136 Ibid.at 24. 
137 Ibid at 56. 
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were also protective of the freedom that In 

men free from the inherent inequality private 

rule, force, and sovereignty were thus of 

matters, where the concems simply In contradistinction, 

polis vehemently 

instead believing that the, 'household 

slIch, no activity geared HHU",'fl 

not mean that the ancient Greeks 

understand that the mastering of 

politics the polis. But the point is 

than Jabor or work, the ancient 

space, from the limitations and inequality 

be exercised in public. 

7. The Value of a 

Having used the 

Arendt 

realm was not 

138 Ibid at 32. 
139 Ibid at 37. 

to 

a 

sake of life, 

'I /' , 139 A In t 1e pOlS. S 

. This did 

other 

could only 

. Realm 

illustrate what she intends by a public realm. 

public realm is so important The public 

merely because it was ne\v to them or 

more tedious lives they once led, Rather, Arendt 
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just as it public realm bears an enormous amount inherent 

us as humans, even significance as the realm • 140 
action. 

Arendt, the term 'public' f'I'w.,.",c",,.,,,,.j to two distinct, yet 

'pubJ signifies that, 'everything that "n~';:>"' .. c can be seen and 

possible "41 appearance, and 

of when they are brought out public 

are assured of this of others who see and same 

as we do. The second meaning world itselt~ in so as it is common to 

all us distinguished from our in it.' 142 Arendt 3n 

world and a table at which men are .,,,,,,n,,,,',,,, in that both relate 

same 143 

"'"",I""",,, .. ,,", of a realm dedicated solely to 

our of reality is dependent upon 

the unbearable darkness of a 

that such as love, 

come from leading a 

to be deprived of 

140 Arendt (note 8) at 50, 
Ibid, 

142 Arendt (note 8) at 52, 
143 Ibid, 
;44 Ibid at 5 L 

public is vital for a number of reasons. 

a public realm is to 

144 While 

completely 

to a human life: to be deprived of 

at 
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reality that comes from seen an existence 

because without appearance, it is as is no it remains 

significance or consequence to 

Another vital of 

innumerable 

to become 

which can 

still lack the validation 

only tmly and reliably aplpeflf 

changing their identity, so that 

diversity' .147 Thus, the public 

the same time 

involved in most 

The Rise of the 

Having 

ancient 

because it 

145 Ibid at 58. 
146 Ibid, 

to 

147 Arendt (note 8) at 58, 

our 

146 

public realm is that it provides us with the opportunity to 

our fellow citizens. Without this opportunity, it is 

to understand the various angles from 

views are shared within our families, they will 

Arendt puts it, worldly can 

in a variety 

they see sameness in utter 

subjectivity our own at 

or our awareness of the mu 

a distinct public realm, Arendt to 

of the public realm 

course of history. Examining this history is 

what Arendt calls 'the the 
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a public sphere has lost with the action, politics, 

to a matter cOll.ld almost as coincidence, first threat to 

the public came from a mere, but fateful mistranslation. to the 

between and nrp,<:",,,,p of others, the Roman Seneca 

tenn ZOO;? rAti"""t>rI to the politically active man ofthe polis, as 

animal 149 although were enormous. with, 

was no however, the 

had very it 

use word' that politics was an activity in 

men came together of a 

with survival, the realm would 

freely, without constraint concerns. 

later, this would 

one which would become a 

148 Ibid at 28. 
149 Ibid at 23. 
ISO Arendt (note 8) at 23. 

exacerbated by an even more 

of western philosophy. This was 

in 
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Thomas Aquinas' of Aristotle's claim is a animal' is 

by nature political. , J 5 J 

While undoubtedly had increasing over as 

became established they did not by to the immediate of 

the public realm. extent, the ancient of the ic 

over into Rome its fonn in municipal on'iPlrnrnplnT 152 However, as 

discussed the ensuing fall and the concomitant 

precipitated a political action and ... u,'"""" worldly.IS3 This did not 

completely vanquish realm, an entity distinct private 

realm. The much like the polis, a people could the 

hardship in search of some pursuit. The however, 

was that the 

political 

the 

151 Thomas 
(note at 67. 
152 Arendt 
153 Canavan 

Church was 

It was at this time that 

as 

peopie. 154 

154 Arendt (note 8) at 60. 

and certainly not human through 

mistranslations took tme hold, and politics 

burden exclusively for 

at i.96.4 as referenced Arendt 8) at See also Canovan 
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to hold a tenuous still significant claim to a public 

private over course of the Middle 155 

the main reasons banishment action from realm. 

was that the became the in which all matters 

concern were dealt with. development corresponded directly with the a 

resembled an version of 156 0 . . '. peratmg the private sphere, 

system was 'f.>r17f.>" by the rulership. and 

through force. focus of the material 

and as such, TYPP",",'" equality, and political action soon became remnants the past. IS7 

a private sphere, with one the domain Church and the 

the domain of the a fashion for a 

of centuries a of historical events With 

to the Church, two principal developments demise as a nrc)te(:::te(l. 

the beginning 

orthodox beliefs. Refollnation 

and its grip over all of Europe~ 15R 

domain had any 

155 Tbidat 34. 
156 Ibid. 

Ibid at 35. 

domain from which 

would lead 

at aIL 159 

Arendt 8) at 248-9. 
Ibid at 320. 

Renai ssance and during the 

challenges to 

the of the ic 

did the 

could escape and seek 

to whether the public, 
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these developments sphere as it had always existed was also 

The main catalyst was expropriation of Church property lowing 

Reformation. 160 This not only of most land. the 161 

accounted the vast majority This new available was 

the claim by 

their own wealth, were also of the 162 It was at 

that notes 0;,'1"",(''1"',,," between property wealth disappeared. 163 

. Whereas nrnr,,'rnl had domain of household, a place of privacy where 

of families lived and died, it had now become a transferable consumable 

: commodity in which the owners might not have any connection 

Arendt's property, 'lost its ,·w,,,,,,·p use which was by its location 

an exclusively social through 

whose UVLYL,,'VU could temporarily by '-'" ..... u.F, it to the common 

in which economic 

emerged that if individuals could be 

a would stand to benefit by 

Ibid at 66. 
161 [bid. 

162 Ibid at 68. 
163 Ibid at 61 
164 Arendt 8) at 69. 

the rise of 

were IP~/CHP'n to the belief 

in their perpetual pursuit of then 

becoming wealthier. 

as 
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the pv,n"'''''''l'''iot-iA'' land and of capitalism increasingly wealth 

elite, was the of ]65 

peasantry was now, choose what did, so to Survival 

was utmost concern, however, without only way to meet the 

life was to earn money. this respect, only method to the majority of the 

population was to their 'labour-power.' 166 source 

from which the necessities could bodies. Modern 

and Industrial took hold, only continued with 'n'f'",ri~r effect 

this in a society labourers. 167 no longer could term """lin;.>" only 

be used in .. ",t'", .. "",r·" those to rely on physical 

UTrot'",,,, to the factory owner, and even was 

ultimately involved which were provision of ,.nn""" and security, 

activities expanded 

devoid true freedom 

which initial were 

functionalization, and 

had thrust into sphere of affairs to 

.169 What was society. and it found 

state. 170 

16.5 Canovan (note 
Ibid at 70. 

167 Ibid at 126. 

at 107. 

i 68 Arendt (note 8) at 126-7. 
169 Passerin crEntreves at 58. 
170 Arendt 8) at 256. 

were also 

a world in 

Iy derived the household 

replaced the realm 

in the nation-
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The principal IS obfuscation any meaningful 

division the public and realms. 171 insertion 

the public 'aU matters formerly pertaining to private sphere family have 

a concem. In world, the two realms indeed constantly flow into 

other waves in the ,172 something clearly 

reflected modem term . economy' ,173 Matters related to 

significance we have all transformed into 

labourers n"".1·V1"~ for our vA.'.:>".!!\. ..... as individuals as 

society, labour has and thus we come to where we on 

the chain functions. The modern science of economics corresponds to rise of 

to 

and behaving animal. ,174 

expects each of its 

people act as, 

Those who not 

171 Ibid at 38. 
i72 Ibid at 33. 
n Ibid at 29. 

17.4 Ibid at 45. 
175 Ibid at 40. 

Arendt 
177 Tbid at 39. 

equally, this 

8) at 40. 

man as a all his activities, to the level of a conditioned 

society action .175 .. H.'''' .... ' .... 'society 

of behaviour, UUIJV';HU various 

its to make behave. d 76 It is ",V"""",,"'" that 

one enormous which has only one opinion and one 1l1h",.."ct ,,77 

are considered or and 

ity is based on conformism and of 

achievement. 
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With of economic matters to the levels of public r("w"'p,,',, society 

one family, a offam il i es (Y"lrrp'~nf1111 r1 to 

various social term 

are care by the State, 'a nation~wide housekeeping.' 178 

Among characteristics society is disintegration 

absorption family unit up the nation. 

in the common and opinion were by familias. 

common society are of the most populous This 

interest an invisible that is, by 

give to bureaucratic 

of affairs. 'rule by nn,,,nr,,, no-rule; it under 

HoJ ,'-u n,,, 0.> , even turn out to one most tyrannical ,181 with 

common at the largest 

It is not in such a modern world al would 182 1 . 
t IS a, 

'society of men without a common world would at once and separate 

live in separation or are pressed • ,183 H . I mto a mass. - avmg ost a 

public 

Ibid at 28-9. 
179 Ibid at 256, 
i80 Ibid at 44·5. 

and all 

181 Arendt (note 8) at 40, 
182 Ibid at 256. 
183 Arendt (note I) at 89·90, 

meaningful people are vulnerable to 
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by of confonnity. people are '-''''~.H'' •. Y 

is by.which they are in to innovation or 

noticed or 

to one of with he risks being 

these are the outcomes have come to with the 

divide and the reversal traditional 

Conclusion 

It is nO]lev.10l1ln most of principal on work that her 

society bears an enom10US amount .it is not without its shortcomings and 

inconsistencies. 184 Among these is the account of the 

realm from 185 Benhabib, tor instance, points out 

Arendt seems to a millennium's worth of with 186 

devotion to 

industrial revolution, treatment Middle 

comparatively scant. 187 Benhabib also notes that 

history in her description of the 

overly that it cannot 

134 Canovan (note 
185 Benhabib 
186 Ibid. 
187 Ibid at 23. 

at J09. 
at 23. 

social, 

lacks 

era modern history 

and is 

racing througb vast amounts of 

very account modern is so 

s description of a 

eCt~ss:arY to be as 
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or plausible. 188 Its only comes forth when placed against the backdrop 

well·knowl1 19th and 20th century social as Michel Foucault's study 

'disciplinary institutions,' Max Weber's link between instrumental 

behaviour, or Karl Polanyi's 

to Arendt's 

d'Entreves that it is not so 

that of other dominant 

of society as one dominated by an ,","'V'IRIl 

to with. 190 The realities of modem capitalist "",,",n"',"" 

accumulation and growth lead to surpluses far 

Additionally, the activities connected with 

homo faber rather than labour, 

objections 

s insight into modern 

is question that many of 

about the pressures of conformity or 

humans can organize 

is the subject of the next cmmT<~r 

188 Benhabib (note 88) at 24-6. 
189 Ibid at 26. 
190 Passerin 
191 Ibid. 

Passerin d'Entreves 
193 Ibid at 50. 

88) at 60. 

at 60 .. 

'/89 

111 account of modem society, 

s thought needs to be 

to make sense, but that Arendt's 

model of necessity is inappropriate 

is that high levels of capital 

of subsistence. 191 

are more with 

the fabrication 

on which modern 

is sure to note that it is the value 

. .. t'l I 1<), cnticism 0 ler t leory ... 

on of the present 

importance of money, continue to 

overcome problems 
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EV L 

10. Introduction: . Meaning ~f Revolution 

Five Human set out to and 

111 context the revolution. In On 
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Arendt describes true as political action par 194 Implicit in 

that sLlch if understood actually 

words, an ansvver to 

alienation by re-instating what has been lost over with the rise of 

society; freedom. The trouble for however, is that ever 

Revolution, term 'revolution' has "'''t.''''· ... ~'''t".rl and used Today, 

revolution is associated with uprising, generally lnt,pnt1p(1 n»nF>nT the 

195 Alternatively, 

by all sorts demanding various or changes. 

Yet, for revolution is a term with a meaning, the perversion which stifles 

the prospect of true successful revolution in present day. For this reason, 

purpose in On is to delineate the of revolutions and to 

exactly a one. 

to revolution is a strictly phenomenon and must 

di fferenti ated of political throughout pre-modern 196 

Arendt notes that upheaval was certainly not a concept in antiquity as 

through the of the 

political to the the Roman 

however successful, never fundamentally the system within which 

operated. They did 110t in the creation of new and 

194 Arendt (note 7) at 18·25: Nemesio 'Hannah Arendt on Revolution, Freedom. and the Council 
Available at f\ccessea 10 March 
195 Arendt (note 7) at 41. 
196 Arendt (note 7) at I . 
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changes 'did not interrupt the course what the modern has 

with a new beginning, was seen as falling back a different 

a course which was preordained by the nature of 

affairs which """+1''''''' itself was 

the cyclical nature pre-modern political was Iy broken in the 

with the American and Not mere revolutions 

power structures and with entirely novel 

institutions. novelty is it is 

what political changes 

institutions.198 On modem 

history are one 

clique to are " ... ,,!pre! because 

bring is circumscribed to of and minimum disquiet to 

people at , 199 

In to 

with idea of 

Arendt means by 

Ibid 
Ibid at 24, 

199 Arendt 7) at 25, 
200 Ibid at 24. 

aspect of revolutions is their is 

that only, 'where 

to revolution. ,200 what 

the revolutionary ,..,r.1'~""V+ it is to it 
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Whereas liberation can usually does exist 

110t exist where and often 20] FAd lOt ' not.· or ren t I 1elty IS 

undue constraint. liberation is most commonly achieved 

of civil however, liberation is 

with freedom in current theory, confusion are not 

unknown; not only has content freedom consistently 

and religious for millennia, but the has gradually 

very existence of true 203 Nevertheless, it is to Arendt that we not __ ..... ,~_ 

rreeQlom with liberation we are to truly understand 

Freedom is public affairs admission to 204 

central concern is the foundation "'''''~V.I' •. which is achieved 

guarantees the 

205 had 

would not have but at 

their powers and upon old and 

liberation is the distance between 

d 707 B an tyranny,~' ut 

mistake political freedom, or to 

201 Albrecht Well mer 'Arendt on Revolution' in Dana Villa 
at 223. 
202 Arendt 7) at 20. 
203 Ibid at 20, 
204 Arendt (note 7) at 22. 
205 Ibid at 116. 
206 Ibid at 22. 
207 Ibid at 210. 

of public spaces can 

guarantee of then it 

"'''',"'-v,,, and liberation is cl'I,'\rr"r 

this. 'ShOll Jd us to 

preliminaries 

The Am/flUlll"fI to Hannah Arendr 220 
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ofa For political speaking, 

means the a participator in or it means nothing. ,2(18 

11. The 

identified novelty freedom as the two features of a revolution, proceeds 

to use the great the late 18th century to elaborate on a true 

'lUI5""''''''';; a successful one one. the 

were to create entirely new 

which would pol itical freedom, also veered from their revolutionary 

to varying degrees. It is identifying what was " .. ,,"'''' ... ,,''' accomplished, what 

to their limited enables a better of how a Vl~II .• lV·U can 

the American Revolution preceded the exam III lllg 

first is nY"f'T"I'<I a few reasons. what 

to abandon course at a the , it 

to identify threat to revolution which as we shall 

see is Arendt calls ,209 Second. lJ ...... ~'''".,,, mass poverty and 

inequality are commonly considered principal catalysts for revolutions, the 

208 Ibid. 
Hansen (note at 175. 
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Revolution is cited as true revolution?O it is French Revolution's 

that according to caused it failure. 

take on Revolution, not hesitate to 

initial Revolution. one. the French ution 

displayed an ""l"''''PI~Pt1 ented amount novelty. Il1 history, a people 

were to unite and an had uncontested for In 

place they a republic in a constitution. fundamental revolutionary aim 

of T,-PPrll'lm was realized Revolution's early through the populaires and 

which as public for all political 

''''uu .... ,'' of councils did not act in a t'P1'.W"':Pl1HHnIP but 

rather, to enlighten on true principles constitution; 

to a constitution will not be able to for the of the 

con stituti on "'n"'.'~nt"" upon the public which, in 

could occupy in common with these matters. ,212 

of political demonstrated was sho1't-l 

the Revolution would be what Arendt 'the 

social 

2lO Jonathan Schell 'Introduction' in Hannah Arendt 011 Revolution (2006) xi at Whereas poverty assumed 
the role of central in the French the plight of the poor was not a driving force behind the 
American Revolution. 
211 Que (note 194). 
212 Arendt (note 7) at 232. 
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Simply the social refers to existence 213 The poverty is 

in the term' , is because as a ptl blic concern reflects of 

the at realm. In where 

between the ofpoverty was 

survival was considered a not public, matter. 

:>I,.. .. ,:>:>'~U dissipation public realm the matters to 

concern, T\{\\.If-'rlnl came to be l'('~'nt'>fi asa public matter. "Nothing more than 

the Revolution. large part, very success in 

the monarchy was owed to that the impoverished masses immediately 

themselves to cause. Their soon outweighed 

freedom.214 to 

and of the constitution became 

must assure each individual pnmary 

was to misery out 

from freedom to question, insertion historically 

private matters into the realm had a of consequences. 

the method to dominate Revolution. 

As 

16 

Ibid at 50. 
21~ Hansen 
215 Arendt 

93) at 175. 
7) at 234. 

21(. Hannah Pitkin 'Justice: On 
Arendt: Critical Essays 

and terror 

leaders of cut public 

Private and Public' in Lewis Hinchman and Sandra Hinchman 
261 at 268·9. 

Hannah 
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a permanent body in Assembly. Rule and 

political The leaders proceeded to oreoc(:am themselves with 

of Yet because detached themselves 

its notion of 

reality '-'<",,"'U1, with an over-emphasis on 

,217 to Arendt, '[w]e 

development, ,218 whereby constitutions are 

people 

which is 

twentieth 

and 

that 

fact 

not a result 

to necessity. 

217 Arendt 
218 Ibid. 

to protect.. 

French 

was a much more profound 

as process which 

human action?19 This 

the notion 

the French 

only 

however, is 

according to Arendt, is that 

historical 

of the 

219 Arendt 7) at 45. 
220 Ibid at 47-8. 

are under the spell 

and 

on constitutions 

unfOliunate legacy left by 

naturally, on its own. and 

by Marx and 

masses will ultimately 

idea 

can usurp power and 

is grounded in historical 

downward spiral of the French 

a of surrendering 

are 

thus replaced 

and re-writing 

act of 

the 

220 

was 
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immediacy of u~ •• ~"'" Revolution remained to 

freedom 

Revolution 

generalized 

public 
which the men 
public realm a republic was t'{'\lH:Tl:Tl 

that this realm would 
because all equals happened to 

was the 

and 'the common 

retained a meaning 

majesty resided in its very plurality, Opposition to 
all, was therefore one of tile many 
were in complete agreement; 

by an exchange of opinion '","T"""'''''' 

very moment an exchange 
same opinion?26 

The absence of the ,",V'UV,,,,"'''' with the Americans' great 

political, the plural, and 

according to Arendt. The 

the enshrinement of political 

a 

u~,.~"','" during the French Revolution, 

First, by providing for a 

decentralized authority, which in turn, 

I 'd I' A' ""7 C laractenze pre-revo utJOnary l11enca.-~ 

Arendt, the act of foundation through 

which freedom can appear,228 is meaningless 

Ibid at 82, 
226 Ibid at 83. 
227 Well mer 

Ibid at 

7) at 82, 

20l) at 221. 

an approach to 

new body to 

participation and 

this new heginning with 

with constitution-

better in two crucial 

American Constitution 

self-government that 

proved durable over time. 

a public realm in 

it is demonstrated 
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French Revolution. Americans, with their of joint action and mutual 

trust dating back to the Mayflower were able to a 

amendable, was final and 

a new, constitutional 

Ie commendable, was in compromised by the 

revolutionary spirit. For task of the revolutionary is 

novelty must be manifested, "''''''-rlP-Tn", generally accomplished by 

body politic. On the other hand, engendered 

public spaces. While foundation was 

political structure was one which, 'there was no 

of precisely which bad been instrumental 

political action. identifies a number key reasons 

a public realm was with, the decision to use 

of lla.II.JIJll1v;~'" instead of 'public 1UIJIJ11''-''''' constitution led to 

a private intended 

to political 

notes the Americans understood action as a 

as pre-revolutionary experiences with 

and erecting something new action to be as a 

229 Arendt 
230 Arendt 
231 Ibid at 126. 

7) at 117. 
7) 224. 

that though 

body poLitic, 

abandonment 

the one 

a new 

the newly 

no room 

the 

'pursuit 

had 

also 

231 Second. 
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tearing down and building up.:m The idea of nurturing action and the revolutionary spirit as an 

ongoing task was thus overlooked. Third, and perhaps most importantly, was that the Founding 

Fathers became apprehensive about handing over too much power to the people. Having 

successfully fought for the foundation of a new republic, the leaders of the revolution were not 

only keen to preserve their accomplishments, but also their positions of power. and so, "the 

founders had become rulers, so that the end of the revolution did not spell the end of their public 

happiness. ,233 

Coupled together, these factors led to the drafting of a constitution that failed to provide 

for a public. realm in which freedom and the revolutionary spirit could be protected. While 

drafting, 

the emphasis shifted almost at once from the contents of the Constitution, that is. the 
creation and partition of power, and the rise ofa new realm ... to the Bill of rights, which 
contained the necessary constitutional restraints upon govemment; it shifted, in other words, 
from public freedom to civil liberty, or from a share in public affairs for the sake of pubJ ic 
happiness to a guarantee that the pursuit of private happiness would be protected and 
furthered by public power.2J4 

In consequence, the only available forum for the citizens to express themselves politically 

was the voting booth, and, 'only the representatives of the people, not the people themselves. had 

an opportunity to engage in those activities of expressing. discussing, and deciding, which in a 

positive sense are the activities of freedom.,235 Despite having fought a revolution on the basis of 

freedom, the Americans had created a system in which there was less opportunity for public 

232 Ibid at 225. 
233 Ibid at 126. 
234 Arendt (note 7) at 126. 
235 Ibid at 227. 
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freedom existed prior to R 1 · '136 U fi . evo utlOl1.- n ortunately, 'It was the itself. 

P'Uf.>n-,,,,nT of the which Iv .. out of their 

proudest ,Jv,o''''-',)Jl 

12. of the Revolutions 

detailed experiences of French and Revolutions, a number of 

emerge with to how a revolution .. ,,"'-', .. " .. "' ..... Without question, among most 

imp0l1ant is that the necessity, 

Not only do connotations 

cause to be U''V''''''V''''' often lead 

to the actual 1"\("'Pt'1'" is introduced as 

household 

(rulership, corrupt criticism is 

nt(;~rpret:atij)ns of revolution, Arendt against 

For goal is 

rights or justice, both liberal-democratic and see the 

goal as not as a corollary to as an 

238 

236 Ibid, 
237 Ibid at 23 J , 
238 Wellmel' 201)at220, 
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It is to note at point that is accused a a 

amount of elitism in of how revolutions tend to 

and oppression.239 critiq ue turns on premise that impassioned the 

importance of political overlooks the the social 

Whereas 'will to characteristic true revolutionaries as 

courageous and 'longing for burdens of 

poverty as not intend to 

of that as 

dispJaying a lack sympathy for socao-eCC)llom concerns. In this regard, points 

out that of social are conspicuously from Arendt's This is not so 

because Arendt is indifferent towards matters of justice, because she is adamant about 

safeguarding public realm possible tendencies that out of the 

social as notes, 

public from is to give to 

occupy in any theory. ,241 to comprehend not arrive 

, , 
, In fact, the 

'political' or political in 

Perhaps the summation various criticisms at Arendt's treatment of the 

in the revolutionary context is offered Bernstein. who argues that, 

social is not to the 
social liberation does not 

Hauke Brunkhorst 
Arendt (2000) 178 at 192. 

and Elitism in Arendt' in Dana Villa (ed) The /0 Hannah 

Ibid at 192. 
241 Passerin d' Entreves 
242 Ibid. 

88) at 61. 
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positive freedom. But it is just as true to assert that to political 
in the modern ori!.dn in fighting and eliminatinQ 

'-" '- '- '-

IS 111 

Issue Arendt's exclusion Of from true revolution is 

or not another sees as from the American Revolutions 

that once foundation is achieved. 

As opposed to fostering a ,",U'.<lV,'V and political participation, 

become, to preserve what has done and to assure lity 

to new things, new developments, new 244 This was evident 

constituting new body both "''''1'1'1''''''' of the French and Revolutions 

IJ,,",V'UJ'" and drafted constitutions which effectively 

precluded As opposed to 

plurality viewed their ip with 

people as a dichotomous one and 'them.' 

accounts processes in one 

be to is 

constitutionalism. This one considers Arendt's 

conception of action as spontaneous and the spirit as a 

of work shows that it is not constitutions per se that are but 

Richard Bernstein "'1.,1~<·<m Essays rrfJ'mnOTlr Mode at 255-6. 
244 Arendt 7) at 3] . 
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tact that constitutions in """""'''"' out the task of the revolution. is to 

create a robust realm in political freedom can be reality, 

embraced act of inaugurating foundation through the this 

a 'hallmark revolution. ,245 For by Arendt 

is capacity to create act an initial promise. 

m presence 

themselves, against unknown future circumstances, to an 

upon words, p",pn,rn to act in '''('[<(In, with the new 

'rules as the constitution, the sake stability, not to 

rules capriciously as conditions 

Another virtue of "r.,~" ....... , to s frequent that needs 

Waldron notes that On 

structures intended to more and durable than 

they properly-devised constitutions provide ._,_.~ .. ,."" for by 

circumscribing 

read Arendt as 

only. For it is 

245 Arendt 7) at 116. 
246 Waldron (note 223) 212. 
247 Waldron (note at 203. 

::;Ul.m::tIlllllg which French and American 

Arendt's housing ilL'-"' .... I.,' it to 

purposes 

invoked in political In 

they are not 

,present themselves as in an 
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activity.248 such rp1'p.,.",·n and constant application. warns a 

becomes, 'a piece of , of more .~t""·",,.~t to the the to the 

Arendt's a constitution as something regularly appl in political discourse, 

another lesson to drawn from French and revolutionary 

is, the for constitutions to go "'''''lA''Ji mere A constitution that on ly at 

the Q"'!>"'~"." of civil is, 'by no means revolutionary in contents or it means 

nothing more or limited 250 Such a to 

constitution is 

not and is one 

manifests of a new body politic 

of a secure public spirit can continue. A enormous 

not only function as a symbol of 

foundation or a in 

which rreeWJm IS question as to 

exactly a constitution can nrr,t",,'t freedom spirit. What of 

political does have in mind she 

political stmcture it The answer is the cOllncil '''/\:TP1''-' a 

IS a sphere open to political The next chapter 

of 

248 Ibid at 204. 
249 Arendt 7) at 116. 
250 Ibid at 134. 
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CHAPTER IV: 

THE C UNCIL SYSTEM 

13. Introduction: Background of the Council System 
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reading it is abundantly she sa\\! a amount of value in 

citizen as a who 

the polis plural opinion and 

conception of the is often idealistic or outdated, Arendt's 

epochal events is one which men on numerous occasions exhibited 

the Greek Arendt that a the 

lives of revolutionaries and America a who 

the importance freedom joint and who manifested this in 

Arendt 'councils. ,251 These '"'v .... n/He> essentially functioned as a public realm in the same 

way the had, unlike polis, the vVU'l1vl that throughout history to be 

conceived, and usually for purpose ull.iting people the of pol itical 

freedom. 252 other Arendt saw councils as or the grounds, 

revolutionary action. <un ..... ..., her not only points to the 

municipal communes and township councils pre-revolutionary France and America, but also 

to the of1917 

Revolution?53 

conceived 

center 

instance, 

but 

2.51 Arendt (note 7) at 
252 Ibid at 254. 

Arendt (note 7) at 253. 
254 Wellmer (note 201) at 221. 
255 Ibid at 222. 

the rate 

never 

them as mere 

8 Gennany, the of the 1 

councils was they were spontaneous.ly-

they 'secret 

overlooked by subsequent 

movements.255 Arendt for 

'as possible ofa new of 

to be d with once revolution 
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came to an end.,256 This was unfortunate for Arendt, because according to her historical 

analysis, a council system did indeed lay the germs of a new form of govel11l11ent which could 

secure freedom. 

Before delving into Arendt's vision of a council system, it is first useful to describe the 

historical context fi'om which Arendt drew her inspiration. More than any other instance. the 

American experience with the council system was most demonstrative of how successful and 

fulfilling councils could be. While the American councils eventually disappeared with the 

drafting of the constitution, 'the political life of early America- without which the urge to declare 

independence and fight a war to secure it would have been unthinkable- was then, the realization 

of the best political life. ,257 Why was it the best? To answer this question, Arendt points to the 

Mayflower Compact a sort of covenant or symbol of mutual trust created by the first American 

settlers as they approached the unknown that was the New World. With the Compact as their 

basis, the settlers proceeded to found a new body politic. The inspiration behind the body politic 

did not come from any particular ideology, but from the understanding that true power is only 

generated by reciprocity and mutual truSt.
258 According to l~.rendt, 'power comes into being only 

if and when men join themselves together for the purpose of action, and it will disappear when. 

for whatever reason, they disperse and desert one another. Hence, binding and promising, 

combining and covenanting are the means by which power is kept in existence. ,259 It was this 

256 Arendt (note 7) at 248. 
257 George Kateb 'Arendt and Representative Democracy' (1983) 60 Salmagllndi 20 at 37. 
258 Arendt (note 7) at 173-4 .. 
259 Ibid at 166. 
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understanding of ultimately led to view as 

illegitimate and and also defeatable?60 

and also taught importance of 

joint action. that, 

'action, though it started in isolation and upon by 

different accomplished only some joint effort. ·261 for joint 

action was limited to matters of By fostering a community 

based on mutual decision-making, the Americans formed 

small islands of an ocean settlers' 

concert also ben efit of minimizing divisions 

Arendt, joint action creates a situation in which, 'homogeneity of past 

principle is not required. 

well as without being 

between came to 

conflict, but an opportunity more 

opinions of one were 

political 

260 Ibid at 173·4, 
261 Ibid at 165, 
262 Honig at 108. 
263 Arendt (note 7) at 165, 

no preference to 

j oint effort equalizes 

with any differences 

Diverging 

as 

to acting in 

According to 

the 

. .. 
III ongm as 

might exist 

were not grounds for 

The 

was in the 
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evident ,270 Americans of any foundation, 

is that those constitute a new nrl\lPl"''''''Pl,~1- to do so are 

words 'We hold' are representative 

the awareness true and comes 110t violence or 

to but only mutuality and 272 In this the speech-act 'We hold' 

was the source in the act foundation, and act foundation source of its own 

authority- an authority from the of equals concert bound by mutual 

VIi""',;) for the something entirely novel 273 

In Arendt's theory how joint action i"'(y'1-"~1 

foundation is ,.. .. " ...... ,,,,1',,,,'-; by observation that most revolutions fail because 

tend to back on the same nr,'_nn sources 

first Arendt thus PfCJP()Se:s an altemative conception that is 

not based in beliefs or common myths, but is sustained by 

through mutually to something pV'~lTIn 

""'r"~nr·p. According to Honig, glorifies the 

fulfil her non-violent as foundational. 275 

an initial moment that cannot 

271 Arendt 
272 Ibid at 173. 

Ibid at 184-6; See also 
274 Ibid at 1 02. 

(note 78) at 107. 

IUr;:,Ur;:I,fW::J'Ic.:r;: (1776). Available at 
'vV'_u""V October 13 

(note at 10 1. 

act of 

American 

experience order to 

is 

271, Jacques Derrida 'Declarations of (] 986) 15:7 Political SCience 7 9-10; See also Honig 
(note 74) 106, 
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placeholders are irrevocably, structurally and the 

system but are its point. ,277 What does not see is 

was HlTI!Hlir of politics LJ" .... au"" not spite of 

there will always be an process. 

as this 

quintessenti a1 to this 

dilemma by Honig, 

IS 

more important ever it is the to domination, only source 

in modernity legitimate authority and capable of "the 

problem human-living together.",279 It is mainly for reason that praIses 

American a system Arendt sees as the only non-violent option to 

continuously recurring revolution.28o 

the experience 

certain from the THIP,.."".,T 

modem 

the 1 Hungarian 

sprung up everywhere, completely 
councils in case 

277 (note 78) at 107. 
278 Ibid. 

Ibid at 103 

Ibid at 109. 

the council was most 

to 

to the viability councils in more 

leading up to both the 1917 

how 

VU'-'i'.dH of one 
kinds of 

Revol 

, soldiers', and 
in the case 
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or a 

neighborhood 
revolutionary councils 
and in the 

What is is 

throughout have 

out 
11VI-<':>',':> of Budapest, students' 

T""UW''''" councils 

with councils was not a singular V'A.''"''>!'''' 

created all sorts and 

is particularly that councils 

remarkably similar "O"'","ro unawareness of 

not only their cause always foundation a new politic, 

but 

was also a 

hierarchy 

spirit 

While 

Arendt they exhibited a 

can 284 

14. tures of 

281 Arendt (note 7) at 258-9. 
282 Ibid at 259. 
2S:' Ibid at 258. 
284 Arendt (note 7) at 256. 

As 

principles, whereby a 

from 

despite not 

councils were not just revolutionary 

could on a 

none of ever survived revolutions, for 

political structure which revolutionary and 

Council System 
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Having given various council """'T""YtC' throughout history, prc)celec1s to 

the precise a modern council """TA''''' with, it is a 

pyramidal structure which there is a in this authority is, 

\ generated nor at the ... ",rrAl'.,.. but on each of the pyramid's 

power only comes joint action and trust, and not by 

virtue of to another's, to Hanna Pitkin's account 

Machiavelli's authority in the is to be, ' in a that further 

politicizes the than rendering to keep a 

political movement or the people have ... from d 

or ,286 At the most local councils are and 

comprised of anybody who wished to partake. of the 

group of deputies to sent to the next a regional or provincial 

council.287 This ,...rr,,...,,,,,oc is in with each selecting a 

a is selected for the national assembly. It is 

distinguish the between the councils a 

dynamic between is one of mutual 

council are therefore 01"1'''1'''"'' out reSne(~L then also for 

action.28B 

Ibid at 270. 
Hanna Pitkin Fortul1e is a Woman: Gender and Politics in the 
Ibid. 

Machiavelli (1 

288 John 'Hannah Arendt's for Council Democracy' (1 XXI 80 at 87. 

deputies 

88. 

a 
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are to remains as to who exactly 

are self-chosen. They are people 

have amor mundi.289 

is not especially 

not to join the councils, are 

not '"'VJ"'H'U .... are "'PU/,..'fl as freedom to or not 

a country need to be a member 
to concern himself with public affairs. In this 

that would draw together a true political 
ll1tt~reE;ted in public affairs will simply have to with 

each person must be given the opportunity. 290 

In terms the councils' deliberate and decide upon, 

by theorists as to what Arendt intends by political matters. 

vision of political content to include questions 

preservation and maintenance of political 

questions concerning the spirit of the or laws or 

in modern times) changes in the political of 

in keeping with the s of the social 

for Arendt 

on the one hand __ ".,nuu"", 

289 Ibid at 87. 
290 Hannah Arendt Crises of the 

Kateb (note 61) at 134. 
292 Ibid at 133. 

233. 

cannot social or 

to answers; or, on 
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tile other hand. to simple expression of popular will.,293 view, vision of 

inevitably leads to a of politics that is of 

compassion, npr ... n{'p to the 

existential of political as revelatory "n,>p{"I~ ,294 

speech are at heart of 

what political, are, 'characterized by willingness to reasons in 

public, to others' points view and interests, even when they one's own, 

and by <>11""'~1!'\r to transform a common public ,295 

Benhabib, 

or institutions. 

is and 

Ibid at 133-4. 
Kateb (note 84) at 29. 

295 Benhabib (note 88) at 146. 
296 Ibid al ]45. 
297 Benhabib (note 88) at 146. 

economic or 
values that 
political for 

each class. or individual 

s conception is not limited to a set 

an understanding of political would its principal 

common with individuals who are equals.297 

a 
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Taking a similar approach to Benhabib's analysis of the politicaL Pitkin describes how 

Arendt's construction of politics ultimately has the effect of actually heightening our awareness 

of social issues. Pitkin argues that when we as individuals initially engage with the political 

process, we come with Ollr private interests firmly in hand, attempting to get as much out of the 

system for ourselves as possible. 298 Yet as we continually participate in the politicaJ arena, we 

are, 'forced to acknowledge the power of others and appeal to their standards, even as we try to 

get them to acknowledge our power and standards ... In the process, we learn to think about the 

standards themselves, about our stake in the existence of standards, of justice, of our community: 

so that afterwards we are changed. Economic man becomes a citizen.'299 The idea is that, '[o]nly 

in public life can we jointly, as a community, exercise the human capacity, 'to think what we are 

doing: and take charge of the history in which we are all constantly engaged by drifi:and 

inadvertence. ,300 

While the arguments of Benhabib and Pitkin clearly render Arendt's theory more 

congruent with notions of social justice, Arendt's own submissions on the political nature of the 

councils tend to reinforce Kateb's analysis. Arendt points out that, 'councils have always been 

primarily political, with social and economic concerns playing a very minor role.'301 In other 

words, councils almost exclusively concern themselves with public affairs. The affairs of tile 

private realm, such as the social question, are to be managed by administrators with a 

298 Pitkin (note 216) at 347. 
299 Ibid. 
300 Ibid at 344. 
301 Arendt (note 7) at 266. 
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demonstrated t:>v,., PYT 1 and similar disciplines,302 is not just of the 

need for a the public and 

the statesman or political man of a manager or 
administrator are not only not same, they very are to be in same 
individual: one is to know how to deal with men in a field of human 
whose is freedom, and other must lmow how to and people in a 

is 303 

In this regard, Arendt notes 

'clearly participation in 

of things in the public interest' 304 When this mistake occurs, an 

spontaneity is injected into lagieml~nt, and the is nothing short of 

Arendt, councils their name, it is. a mistake 

are l'ny'pc,"P" 305 

1 of the Council System 

302 Ibid. 
Ibid. 

304 Ibid. 
305 Ibid at 267. 

to 

is avoidabJe once 
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to vision of the council system and its to 

political parties.306 She explains that 

both having been products of the modern 

to in the public, political realm. 3D7 

always 

whereby it was 

not nelces:sar 

councils and is one 

coexisted, such as in the early of 

the councils was seen as instrumentaL 

purpose of govemment as providing welfare 

administration. 310 

Another problem 

nature of the party system to 

306 Canovan (note at 235. 
307 Arendt 7) at 263. 
308 Ibid. 

Ibid at 264 . 
. 310 Ibid at 265. 

as 

action separate 

the required of the 

did the supporting, while 

VIJIIJV.>V,", to the councils' emphasis on 

that either civic participation is 

is more than sufficient and participation 

administrative in nature and should be 

the dichotomy that emerges between 

where councils and parties have 

the political action exhibited by 

saw 

of as 

to is in the 

by 
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The only for this democratic system, which 

state system,')] 5 is that politics is a burden from 

derive no public runs directly counter to and 

politics as ends in 316 

At is to admit that representative U"'l/f»l-" 

'ruled' a 3!7 But as opposed to having a participatory 

public affairs, the most a is to represented.318 This is 

simple fact that, as Madison over tvvo centuries ago, 'no n,,,,'n,',\"'1" 

could say what the opinions his were at this time; much 

they would think if possessed lights 

words, it is impossible the opinions 

represent. This is not only or proximity, but also opinions 

are non-existent in yp.rlrp(opn 

is a sphere 

can only be moods. 321 

to what they might think their 

3151bid. 
31 Ibid. 

'glorified messenger boys or hired 

317 Ibid at 260. 
318 Ibid. 

Ibid at 228, 
320 Ibid at 260, 
321 Ibid at 261 . 

opinions can only 

public debate, but where there is no such 

a representative can do is to act 

are, in 'Nhich case 

like lawyers, are ":>~''''v''''H 111 
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the interests of their ,322 

groups and lobbies, which are voters to 

outside of the with this situation, 

must to execute group at the expense of or 

Ultimately, all the voter acts out of concern 

well-being, and the residue of still holds in his hand 

coercion with which a blackmailer victim into obedience than 

Ollt of joint action and joint "'''''_''''' {WI ~ 323 

1 Conclusion 

it is that Arendt was modern representative 

it is a system which 'although power is 

I.JV,'''''"" it only on the of it is 

property ,324 In reality, however. representative 

the elite the interests of ntprpctc of an 

uninformed but it is not them to truly 

constituents as are 

such the 

to see some 

simply as 

322 Arendt (note 7) at 229, 
323 Ibid at 261 
324 Ibid at 228, 
325 Ibid at 229, 

freedom is the domain of and as 

forerunner of death to public liberty.3~5 While some may 

mainly as a means to push their most 

input in the political process is most 
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meaningless. In words Adams, be wholly overlooked, and to know it, are 

intolerable. Crusoe on island had library of Alexandria, and a that he should 

never see of man, he ever a volume?,326 

It is in the of this that Arendt her vision council 

we should f'~''''T'','''''''' Id 

are the are public 

ultimately "''',,"'1Y,", for them. the 

end, ",""",,""""" preserve revo I uti onary the best 

mass ,327 the political 

action might South is thus the of the 

of dissertation. 

John Adams as by Arendt (note 7) at 59. 
327 Arendt (note 7) at 271. 
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C APTER V: 

I 

IS 

Having 

post-apartheid 

is 

VCTI A 

themes of Arendt's 

Africa. What is 

due to 

specific area 

81 

ICS 
Ie 

PRELIMINARY 

thought it is now to it to· 

is that an 

unorthodox approach. not limit 

as representative democracy, but 

with the Pflr.r,,1", western history and philosophy in an attempt to decipher 

has is not to say that her work is so that it cannot any 

single area of ,,,t,,,,,.,,,,,t but rather to point out a amount of sifting IS 

required to extract is to a this case 

on the influence on 
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while important are not as between a constitution that 

revolutionary spirit and one at liberation. Likewise, it is 

to highlight elements of that are potentially problematic for any 

at her work in a practicable way, was noted the outset of this study, Arendt is 

not only one the most seminal political but also one of the most 

. 1,28 V I lb' controverSla . - 0 umes lave een written of work, many 

. h I'd' d ' I 1'19 WIt va 1 pomts, an many Wltl0ut:- thought directly 

to South Africa, it is H\;;'vv;"",l.l issues not yet 

. The purpose is not to of Arendt's thought, but to 

certain so her work to post-

can begin. 

first question which could be asked to an application of Arendt's work to 

is whether it is possible to utilize a political in western 

a country in Africa. Indeed, apart from the 

and the relation between work can 

as wholly Eurocentric.330 While Africa in 

f T Z' . , 33] Ad' q .! ota .1tarwmsm, - ren t contams race and 

how was employed as a means to practices of 

in relating this piece of South 

Canavan (note 43) at 105. 
Dana Villa (note 30) at I. 

330 Canavan (87) at See also Dossa (note 49) at 35. 
Hannah Arendt The ()f Totalitari{lI1isl11 (1973) at 185-221. 

is to link between 
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the use by white in and the Holocaust. 332 

does not effect imperialism had on the 

some theorists to that, 'Arendt denies politics to the 

to Arendt's on South African 

in the mind and Boer. to enter 

minds and l1'''~''''",''J ofthe to the African 

silent. ,334 

A number Arendfs passages in of Totalitarianism <.4,'>-'''''''1 to credence 

to Norton's In writing the to venture into 

Arendt 

was a for men who had escaped the reality of 
a merciless sun, an entirely hostile 

beings who, living without future of a purpose an 
were as incomprehensible as of a madhouse.335 

. 

Arendt on to describe how some of more Europeans, 

the interior of the where were numerous enough to a world 

of their own, a ,336 these statements remarkable bigotry is 

what is extent to which tone is her own or simply a 

meant to attitudes of Europeans at Benhabib argues 

332 Ibid at 38. 
333 Anne Norton 'Heart of Darkness: Africa and African-Americans in the of Hannah Arendf in Barbara 
Honig (ed) Feminist of Hannah Arendt (l at 253; See also Kateb (note. 84) at 61-1. 
334 Norton (note at 253, 
335 Arendt (note 331) at 190, 
336 Ibid at 191. 
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completely misses these distinctions and takes Arendt's characterization of the inllel11lOst 

peoples and tribes of Central Africa, as experienced by European settlers. fortune seekers and 

crooks, to be descriptions in Arendt's own voice. ,337 Benhabib points to Arendt's differentiation 

of North Africa, Southern Africa. and Central Africa as evidence that Arendt did not herself 

think of Africa' en bloc. ,JJ8 But most importantly for Benhabib is Arendt's intention of using the 

European standpoint to reveal, 'how the experience of lawlessness, of civilizational regression. 

the threat to identity posed by otherness, all return [ ed] back home from the "Dark Continent" to 

create the heart of darkness within Europe itself. ,339 Similarly, Canovan maintains that Arendt, 

intends a deliberate parallel between this lack of settled civilization and the later European 
racist movements that attacked the civilized world. Her analysis of racism is part ofthe story 
of civilization destroyed by neo-barbarism ... Once South Africa became part of an 
imperially extended Europe, its lessons were rapidly learned everywhere ... South Africa 
showed that it is possible for a modern society to be organized on quite uneconomic 
principles along racial lines.34o 

While there is no doubt that Benhribib and Canovan are correct in highlighting that 

Arendt's primary purpose in discussing Africa is to explain the origins of totalitarianism, the 

question still remains as to Arendt's own perception of the peoples and cultures of sub-Saharan 

Africa. Indeed, certain passages that are clearly not written from the perspective of the European 

settler are, at best, a result of antiquated terminology and thought. For instance, while arguing 

that the word 'race' only carries a specific meaning when people are confronted with tribes that 

have no historical record of their own, Arendt writes that, '[ w]hether these represent "prehistoric 

man," the accidentally sllrviving specimens of the first forms of human life on earth, or the 

"posthistoric" survivors of some unknown disaster which ended a civilization we do not 

337 Benhabib (note 88) at 85. 
338 Benhabib (note 88) at 85. 
339 Ibid at 86. 
340 Canavan (note 87) at 38-9. 
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,34] 
this, it is difficult to Arendt having any or for 

and plural histories people of the African Other generalizing 

statements also tend to discredit familiarity with history. With 

to Boers, Arendt writes at any rate, as a higher 

leadership, a kind to which one 

was as mucb slaves as 

'4~ ,,' ~ Furthermore, 'the senseless massacre of on the 

was quite in of these tribes Exterm ination 

had been the rule in all wars. d43 While statements are at the 

V~,"''''''H .• '''''' due to their ... ",c. ....... VUG, it is important to do not 

upon Arendt's is because from her 

in the case her have to do witb 

npTU1~,pn the advent of modem rise of totalitariani sm. 344 

Arendt's must be read in the context mid-twentieth century, a words 

such as 

issue to 

only. 

understanding 

341 Arendt 
342 Arendt 
343 Ibid at 192. 
344 Benhabib 

were still part of popular 

of scant treatment 

is that her political deeply cemented in history 

of how modern world has emerged is derived her 

since Plato, the human .... <to.}a ... " action has 

at 86. 
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obfuscated. Consequently, it is fair to consider 

applicable outside the Western context. For """T''''",,,, accepting that 011 numerous 

people in West have ",nt',,..I",,,, conceived whose aim was 

freedom to can about South America, 

One might say African ~a<,u"al Congress was initially one 

example, was the not formed as a to a political inherited from 

And in whether political models developed in 

one part the world at a time are UU' .. :H\.l,v that context. can 

on and there can be no correct answer, "'''', ... ,."" .... " us to 

must at acknowledged, is that there be certain complexities 

that in applying a entirety of history to a country 

such as Africa. a number African who 

write on relationship law and have explicitly supported aspects 

in their for a of what is referred to in 

common parlance as 't1'I,,,,,~tn,t"WI ,345 s work in 

to post-apartheid '"r1''''''T''''' that, despite is 

resonance s work and concern for democracy in Africa. 

345 See, for instance, JWG van del' Walt Law 
Action, and Revolt: A Feminist Call for Politics and 111 South Athca' in W Ie 
ROllX and K van Marle Politics alid at 34 and H Botha 

and rights: Constitutional Interpretation in a Postrealist World' 2000 THRHR 561; WB Le Raux The 
Art. Law and Post-Liberal in Niet::sche. Arendt LLD 

University of Pretoria (2003) and AT Barnard 'Totalitarianism, 
Politics in Post-Apmtheid South Africa' (2007) 23 SAJHR 500. 
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While on the subject it would to acknowledge, at 

a difficulty in this context antiquated terms as 

that today is a one in which 

is the fact lived in a time of 

consequence- totalitarianism throughout much the holocaust 

bomb, uprisings of 1950's and 1960's Europe, and the Cold just to name a 

the can by no means as ideaJ, no 

war on number of 

proportional to ones. of Arendt's 

commentators suggested that a of developments her death 

her views, some even calling ... ,·,,,,,,1,01" 346 They point to dictatorships in 

Greece, Chile, as some of the many 

347 And more pertinently to 

revolutionary mass movements of Poland and 

their role in collapse of the 34g Yet if there is one I'AI,,,t,·, that pervades 

the recent Arendt's any other, it in South 

Africa. 349 more optimistic among sec South a whole 

host of 

driven by 

persuasion and 

in a Constitution~ 

346 Schell (note 210) at xi. 
Ibid at xi-xiii. 
Ibid at xiii. 

349 Ibid at xi-xiii: See also 

see prime exampJe of a mass movement 

and able to overcome dismal deprivations of apartheid througb 

in order to bring about an entirely novel political grounded 

an example a Arendtian this 

(note 52) at 1 Ibid at xi-xiii. 
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is true or not will with the next chapter, but is impOltant to note here is like 

South all the are championed as correct are 

as such mainly on the that are now What this means is that s 

writings are extremely relevant in present-day, at a time the spread 

democracy is undoubtedly near top ",,,,,.·H~"'. For without is one 

most and of past 

on to applying work, it is stillll"\~"''''''«l to out some 

more ,,7,,.('\,,,,, criticisms 

Arendt's that social aUleSllon revolution 

theorists to question Arendt's dedication to 350 Following a 

some also Arendt with a severe simplistic view of how complex 

should be dealt with in modern society.351 to proposition that matters 

private realm, such as poverty, should left to administrators how to manage 

people in a enl,,,,,,,.,,, principal is U'""-'''',",,''' ,352 while be 

who, 'know how to deal with men a human relations. 

is freedom. if were the ideal situation, it is arguable that Arendt's 

statement assumes that 

career In 

350 Passerin d 'Entreves 
351 Bernstein at 
352 Arendt (note 7) at 266. 
353 Ibid. 

are readily identifiable as either administrators or politicians, an 

ability of people to 

Canovan 

statement does not adequately 

6) at 338·42: Bernstein (note 
87) at 122, 

orto 

at 

at 255-6, 
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nr""',.."T the fields of human and are intricately it be 

preferable that are not does not explain what can the 

and public realms are can only the uproar, for 

health, and housing, matters to the of South 

With to s on a strictly prc)tec:ted public another common 

of that Arendt offers no solid a 

public what it would in.35~ Phillip Hansen 

of public with 

[01111S to access to 

common could each s company as 

actors~ as a plurality solidarity by a common ,356 

points out that the urban come to urban 

social as community 

of production, distribution consumption to 

disciplined subordination to 

what calls ,358 

354 Bernstein (note 243) at 252. 
355 Benhabib (note at 198. 
356 Hansen (note at 72. 
357 Ibid at 72. 
358 Ibid. 
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In a contrasting Canovan that in fundamental on 

totalitarian blinds herself to flexibility and of 

By concentrating on the monolithic Arendt looks 

and role as a facilitator of public discourse. Canovan 

term 'civil society' initially pertained to matters of the market 

it 'to the realm of associations in which to 

from unions to Rights associations 

plurality public should not overlooked. it is 

to envision an public space a modern or such spaces already 111 

form society, is still difficulty presented by that Arendt never 

exact features of a outside and nr,.,·_n .... \/! 

township council contexts. encapsulates criticism particularly J when 

writes that, '[i]t one [Arendt's] contributions to philosophy 

she made us aware centrality of the corlcel:)t of public for any egalitarian and 

participatory project. Yet neglect, particularly The Human Condition the 

as it were a U~'''~",..," 

359 Canovan 87) at 122·3. 
Canovan (note 7) at 122. 

361 Ibid at 123. 
362 Benhabib (note 88) at 198. 

concept of public 

chimera in horizon 
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In 

and 
immense majority was 

Pitkin 

own to save pubLic, political Ii 

authoritatively, it is doubtful would 

pessimistically as above passage At 

Where were 
'f7 misery?j) 

principles 

'[w]hy [Arendt] so 

While this cannot be 

the success \;>,!omen 's movement as 

same time, it is that 

to a divide some reconfiguration in to 

accommodate ever-changing nature of our To in the 

is how to the both with 

children. Surely the answer cannot lie in women to household, 

it is unlikely considering position as a political 

thinker, and who stood at the tAr'ph'f)" when it came to challenging 

dominated discipline that was philosophy her time, dilemmas are succinctly 

by Fraser when asks, 

as Arendt <v1''''-'''-', the institution of the political in the West, depended upon, indeed 
was a flipside of, institution ial; and familial, as a of 
and exploitation, can no longer be from or transformation; then how must 
and ought political change as well? .. , How of 
childbearing, one which put it at the center 
transform the political? .. , the 
were liberated from domesticity 

367 Pitkin (note. 2 at 336. 
Ibid at 338·9, 

369 Nancy Fraser 'The French Derrideans: Politicizing Deconstruction or Politics?' (1 FalL :;.3 

Nell' German 127 at 150. 
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It is a similar vain to critiques that some attack Arendt on the grounds 

that she an of approach.370 

They on the root 

the term' her purported glamorization of Greece. she from 

the political to point that work ifmore than 

While corltenltl s is mere are certainly 

unwarranted, it not be whether were 

slightly by her areas expertise. For 111c't,,.,,,<,> Arendt first chapter 

Human action, work, labour are the fundamental activities. 

Her only is that have as such 

Aristotle.37
: Similarly, one whether 

has other than in the Greek polis. it is common reader 

with philosophy to whether action and pmticipation are really so 

to our to begin 

extraordinary happiness to U,,",U'Lfl,,", such as 

the ofpeopJe? 

And are, is it really 

to not everyone 

of gradually 

370 Waldron (note at 21.3. 
371 Arendt (note 8) at 12-3. 
372 Arendt (note 1) at 89-90. 
373 Arendt (note 290) at 233. 

lonely 

to a 

a taste for public 

our inner-need 

bring 

ancient not so 

in modem Is it completely true 

or are pressed into a 

was sure 

373 and adamant that 

public expression, it is certainly 
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that her va""",,,, for the overly this same to the majorityof 

credit, , Arendt does the very most 

political participation shy away from; that representative accommodates 

those us who do not want to _ .. ,., ..... ,_ as active many of us want to proceed in our 

undisturbed, safely VlH\Uflln that our desires will to by 

for our votes.374 Arendt's answers this by squarely is not 

interested public will have to be decided without 

him. ,375 as Canavan out, Arendt is ultimately IS no universal 

elections marter. 376 While process open to all 

champion 

politicians 

is detected in 

1 Conclusion 

Canavan (note at 237. 
Arendt (note 290) at 233. 

376 Canovan (note 87) at 238. 
377 Ibid. 

"''''.lV':'''' not to participate mLlst 

aptly who 

'elitism'. but to 

a genuinely political and self-chosen 377 Again, a 

work. 
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The purpose raising some of is by no means to discredit Arendt's 

It is simply to acknowledge her elicit a number 

valid questions answers are up There can be no or answers. 

considering is not here to respond. is undeniable, however, is the 

her and approach to politics. While it is to even about 

to the life as it existed the Arendt would 

readily testify can be no a 

political order 

it 

most durable and most prosperity. Be as it IS no 

reason to simply the status quo- this is Arendt's 'to think what we are doing. ,378 

an unquestionably thought-provoking from South 

Africa and nascent might crucial lessons. work is 110t to be 

in a strictly literal sense, such we she is calling the immediate to a council 

system. 379 Rather, work is to be metaphorically, in a way we 

for political and involvement. 380 the her 

to apply it to South Africa so as to possibly discover 

in our political which overlooked. 

378 Arendt 8) at 5. 
Wellmer (note at 238. 

380 Ibid. 
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C APTER VI: 

PST-APART EI S UT AFRICA: A 
PR 0 CT F SUCCESSFUL 
REVOLUTI N? 

18. . On Novelty 

the up to the demise is no doubt that a 

of a 

it was that the total 

that a radically new of {Tr,\IjO'rn needed to most in 

that future would accomplished 

was unthinkable. 'freedom-fighters' most did not a 
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smooth. transition built on a of 

IS was in in South Atrica many 

aptly points out, revolutions must 

by achieved. Due to 

popularity of the Revolutions, the term revolution fashionable 

or political shows 

that it is a common to new 

with a true revolutionary more a for 

A revolutionary does not with of rights as revolution is much more 

liberation. despite the fact the notion of was an 

prior to 1994, or not a revolution actually is a matter.382 Qne must 

look at the nrF'"'''''' of rev oJ uti on. case of South 

question to ask is whether the transition to resulted in 

noveL 

19. An Arendtian Revolution South Africa? 

Without of dawn new era. 

change not occur all at once, the 

underestimated. more was South a country justified 

institutionalized inequality. Universal 

382 See in this 
Architectonic of 

the Span toward Justice: Laurie Ackermann and the 
(2008) Acta JUl'idica 18 at 19·20. 

first 

entirely 

cannot 

and 
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parliamentary 

democracy. To 

of the Westminster ,,,nOT"'" was constitutional 

this a new and national 11'0111 an 

no means to be 

through the a new body deciphered is 

case of South was no new state. Instead, there was an . 

adoption 

as well. In 

and in arenas, 

of solid did not 

into .383 A new body politic did not one, as in the 

and French Revolutions, rather power was to 

case, one re!)reSer1tll country to one f'p!"',r",o,,",t,n 

while constitutional supremacy replaced parliamentary 

the 

fundamental 

commitment to representative democracy remained intact. The only, 

that now democratic ""'Olrpo", was open to all equally. 

How did come While it is that groups as 

And 

have initially resembled the politically-charged councils by Arendt, the South African 

cannot be said to have been the product of the 

bound 

deprive the 

by political freedom, 

n,nMPr or claim to 

spontaneousl y 

In 

Undoubtedly, 

movements demonstrated a political determination, 

by the world and 

leading up to was much more 

383 lain Cuuie al1d Johan de Waal The New Constitutional and Administrative Law vol I I) v. 

to 

liberation 

As 
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by the President of the Constitutional Court of South Africa at the 

Mahomed, South was by. 

a debilitating war of internal political dissension and confrontation, of 
labour militancy, perennial unrest, punishing economic isolation, 

pC"''''pc,t'1 dislocation in crucial areas of national endeavor, of armed 
and a combination of anxiety, frustration, and anger 

populace.384 

The was a incapacitated apaJiheid which having an 

overwhelmingly sophisticated military and security could not quash the liberation 

movements and their preparations for armed Increasingly, all out presented 

as an inevitability, and expectation a cataclysmic showdown worsened as 

amongst the liberation groups various South African communities continued to 

lives with this bloody of both 

to in 1990, the all 

at principal Hberation and the a National Accord 

in 1991.385 

most South Africans and world, it that 

South s would not 

Indeed, negotiations involving all 

384 Azanian 
1 at I. 

a 

385 lain Currie and lohan de Waal The Bill 
386 Currie (note at 59. 

by violent means, but by lI"'!:':'VlH:tl.lVH compromise, 

political ","rr,,>c' 

to 

So 11th 1996 SA671 para 

Handbook Sed 4. 
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drafting an constitution which would the country while a, 'national ature 

indirectly) by would double as the ,~nl,ctl'tl 

the new ,387 The at 

was to a 

secret ANC and of the 

388 Throuoh 
/.:) of negotiating an interim 

was finally in 1994. from entrenching suffrage. human 

constitutional <'''1'''''''11 C0l1stitution389 the legal continuity 

the South 390 Two later, elements were permanently concretized with 

adoption the 1996 Constitution. Unlike the interim Constitution, final was 

of a Constitutional Assembly whose were "'1"' ............. in the 1994 

Assembly was of the that it might 

levelled at the namely, it was an el 

were to public involvement in constitution-

included public 1'YI"""t", as well as publication a 

first draft of the Constitution to in rp<,n{1,n to which 

million were made. 392 In spite pub! become 

the public on constitutional ..... ,·".1''''"0<' was minimal. The contents 

of political publicity 

legitimacy and 

of South Africa Act 200 of 1993, 
390 Currie (note at 50 
391 Ibid at 60 

Ibid, 
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public opinion. 393 the was approved the Constitutional 

law by J.I,.p,C',ri",nt Mandela on the 10111 of 1996. 

what it is the transition the old to the new 

novelty U"'..,,,~.;:,al to be a revolution the Arendtian sense. 

While ultimate act foundation was achieved through framing a Constitution, 

which deemed 'hallmark of revolution, ,394 South African transition 

not result creation a new body politic .. 1'\ • .au,,,,,. transition was 

fashion the institutions structures the regime 

While the transition technically the of voting it 

was understood from the t\PO'l1~t"I that what was actually occurring was of 

from one political party to another; namely, National to the A little more 

u ... ,"''''', .... later, d even of 

power from one elite cl to another.395 points 

are 'less feared U"'..,<llo'"'' the they bring is 

minimum to the at large.,396 

was (and understandably at 

the secret the crux of were ,'P,',," <>t.:>rl 

so that oftransfeming power could , ... .-r,",.p"''' without too much deiay.397 

:393 CUITie (note at 66. 
394 Arendt (note 7) at 116. 

Patrick Bond Elite Transition: From to Neoliberalism in So 11th at I· J 5. 
Arendt (note 7) at 25. 

a 

397 See in this 'The ofthe Constitution' on the website ofthe Constitutional Court of South Africa. 
Available at 15 October 
2008]. 

a 
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Compromise was name of the and one of the 

revolutionary ANC was would be 110 

to In the stahi lity while at 

liberating populace the civil democracy in 

Constitution. 

From a present-day nplr<.:np,·, one argue in order to appease who 

dawn a radically new ~r."lPl\f the new to create the 

appearance of a new from a new and national <"".,~""!",, names of various 

locations have been and some politicians still the moment when can 

publicly ,398 it cannot be significant 

to political structure in a plural political 

in which involvement is we have seen 

become 

actions are commonly 

people 

given our history. cannot undervalued. 

we be is a well-known one 

shift elite 

2008] 
399 Arendt (note 7) at 31. 
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or not IS what is clear is that without of a ne\v body 

politic, not achieved to South African transition 

revolutionary sense . 

. Arendtian 

commentators have suggested that the South 

is to view it as a ' revolution,' or r'run,,,'r,,,,, revolution. ,400 

political enfranchisement to all the division of the national 

of government, and a democratic system based on 

40] Yet the main behind the use of the term legal 

is and a Bill of Rights. In 

true the an enormous amount 

words are colloquially marked 

of South Africa in which were entrenched and 

equally. Given South s of racially-based division 

is no question that the Bill of ",,,.,,,W",,·,,,, introduced a novel 

400 Currie 
401 Currie 

at 5: Currie (note 
at 40, 

at 6, 

to 

it is 
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if this "trPPt1I,'" did not amount to s of participatory politics, (a that will 

it is that ability all to vote and 

freely was not just a new development. but a substantial ",,,,..tv,u in any 

sense, we should not In a 

now often revolutionary IS 111 

a political beyond 

For one, the was which 

as having occurred in the of the 

was no effort to the public the onset,402 but the was on 

between various political present at CODESA. Consequently, anybody in 

Africa not involved with political had no 111 deliberations. 

more importantly, the fell into the trap illustrated Arendt whereby, 'only the 

of the people, not the LJvU'LJI'- themselves, to in 

deciding,' which, in a sense are the 

403 was only CHTlc"nl'HP'" once and 

the survival of the constitution-making process was "".'1:',<t,,,u to highly 

communications between and the 

leaders adrift from their constituent ,404 

was 'the act very 

there were the aforementioned exercises and submissions during the process of 
the final Constitution, it is noted again that these had little bearing 011 the actual contents of the Constitution 

and were primarily aimed at See Currie 383) at 67. 
403 Arendt (note 7) at 227. 
404 Ibid at 117. 
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came to with a of with an on 

and 405 While it cannot be 

completely lost its in South it in to 

produced a more durable constitution than Revolution- it is 

likely that the CIVIC in 

amount of public detachment the final 

a constitution 

that not only sets but is applied 

and ,."'+"',.".~ it implicit in an ongoing activity.406 Where it does 

a constitution piece of paper, more to and the AV'"\P.-t" 

to the people, ,40i a charge could easily levelled at the African constitution. 

reasons, it reasonable to whether the use the terms 'constitutional 

or' revolution' have more to do with literary than with 

the Constitution undoubtedly reSnalJed the South In new 

and ways, point is In 

revolution is deprived of in this 

case. s inherent as~;oclatlion with levels public 

405 Ibid. 
406 Waldron (note 223) at 204. 
407 Arendt 7) at 116. 
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iii ustrate why Arendt would from the African 

constitution-making process as revolutionary, one to 

on liberation revolution. certainly not 

Arendt occurs with the 'those liberties we today with 

constitutional and which are properly this regard, IS 

no question Africa is a of liberation. South 

of is commonly "11"'\>11"(1 as one and protective in the 

world, and likely more sophisticated any Bill of would have seen her time. 

that would have a."."u;:",,-,u South 

Constitution I'h"'1"rrt> she dire'cted at the American 

from the DeOiDle with the political future pf country, 'to Bill rights, 

which contained necessary constitutional restraints government; it shifted, in other 

words, from freedom to ,409 a result, both African and American 

Constitutions failed in a public in which tlUe freedom could manifested. 

view, this definitive evidence a not occun'ed, only, 

novelty is connected with rrppf'!,rwn are we ofrevolution.'4lo This is not 

to that liberation in is ly a with 

as ours, but is not 

a revolution. is clear on point, 

government is course by no means revolutionary in or it means 

408 Ibid at 22. 
Arendt 7) at 126. 

410 Ibid at 24. 
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constitutional 

government 

411 

by law, and safeguard of civil liberties 

CHAPTER VII: 

THE EXISTENCE OF FREEDOM 

20. Introduction: Vita A ctiva and the Constitution 

South cannot considered it is 

of freedom were augmented. even a 

that 

through 

look at Constitution that was unquestionably a central 

the South 

the r.(,I'oHlf' values human dignity, 

411 Ibid at 134. 

(sla). 7 states that 

and freedom'. 

of as one 

I of Rights. 

question as to 
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what is meant by freedom the context. How it with 

notion 

To with. it is to I that freedom to Arendt means, 'to a 

or it means nothing. ,412 Such is not 

arb j traril y. among the root causes alienation is the loss 

people when they have no influence over the course of 

Political participation, or ... ...".LV •• , however, is not impOltant as a means to ensure that our 

opinions will be Rather, action speech public expression is a fundamental 

of It has an inherent and is an in Through 

insert ourselves the world.,4l3 We I"'>er ... .,.7", that not only do we live in a but 

that we are all unique as individuals U,-"<llUJC;";' new. In of 

we the unconstrained freedom in action and are to enjoy a public 

happiness devoid mundane hardships nT~,,,p'"T of the life. With this in 

mind, the 

some It states that 

Republic so as the of each 

lU':;lLn.'l1':> for a in which government is the 

U'v\JiJ 1 ,'-.' To 

le<.;'t:SS1.:lry to look at 

412 Arendt 7)at210. 
4:3 Arendt (note. 7) at 176. 

how the 

actual 

'-'","<U,-'UVH portends to it is 

of 
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mention of either 

is at sS7(l)(b). It provides 

with due to 

involvement or public 

National Assembly 

and participatory 

involvement. ,414 Sections 70( 1 )(b) 116( 1 )(b) 

powers. 

bodies 

public 

rules and 

public 

conduct 

public ... ' 

assurance as to 

National 

sections are not 

to make rules and 

the language 

argued for 

must consider 

concerning their V~"'H"_"", 

sections 59(1 )(a)-(b) 

and 

an open manner, 

same obligations are 

municipal councils 

to provide 

more in 

impact the public's 

the public comments that are occasionally 

41. Section 

the 

to 

without due regard to 

does not reflect 

drafters could 

p,..."I"\!"1""I"" and public 

use of permissive 

that, 'The National 

process of the 

72(1 )(a )-(b ). 118(1 

both the National 

for public 

engagement 

when 

the same 

legislative 

and 

commitment to 

provided that the 

when making 

was for instead. 

must facilitate 

committees; and 

committees, in 

provincial 

National 

While these 

Arendt, there is no 

same is true 

public 
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submissions to committees when effect, is representative 

the primary aim public involvement is not to a In 

the to bodies. I purpose is 

to make the that are accountable and two 

undoubtedly vital aspects To J m 

of for 

obligation to posts in 

public a way that the is unaware. 7 

, government that government officials must rpc'r'lnn to the 

an Arendtian npt-,,, ... ,~rTl 11'-":1''''''''''''' the notion that democracy is 

fulfilled by accountability is severely inadequate. Public 

involvement should not limited to allowing occasional public submissions or requiring that 

bodies open to public. Rather, at least a 

substantial over course truly 

matter. Tfthey the of the public from 

and laws more as an imposition must than as a product 

of own 419 

21. Constitutional Court's Decisions in Matatiele and 

Currie (note 383) at 159. 
416 1998 SA 124 
417 

419 Doctors For 
para IS. 

(note 416) at 137B-C. 

International v uu"",,,n.p N.ational ami Others 2006 (] 2) BCLR 1399 at 
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delivered by Court in recent "tt,>n",,,,t to explicate the 

involvement in the In Matatiele 

Republic of South Africa and Others,420 contemplates 

that will have a of the elected 

through goal is to, 

between the ,-",-,,-,,,-,.., of the people and 

,422 This sentiment was echoed the Court in Doctors J 

'the duty to facilitate public involvement must be construed in our 

constitutional democracy, which 

tenns exact content of the 

are at 

oPPOltunities for public 

is measures to ensure that iJ"'VV1" 

provided. ,425 Overall, nn'"AlP'"pr 

420 2006 (5) BCLR 622 
421 At para 60. 
422 Matatiele 
423 Doctors For 
424 Ibid at para J 45. 
425 Ibid at para 126. 

of participation ,424 In 

involvement, the that, 'there 

ic involvement. The duty to 

in the Jaw-making ",,.,',,,,,,,,,e 

the ability to take 

In the end, however, 
Parliament and the provincial to 
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will 

will 

nature of 

with a meamm 
them,426 

112 

to in 

determining whether public involvement was facilitated in a 

at the, if any, adopted to facilitate public 

under COllSJ(ler:fH and the 

laws 

manner, 

the 

to enacted 

urgently. '427 In some cases, it would even be appropriate to look at transportation to 

the was provided whether '"'~.~,.".v were used in radio 

an impOltant bill, other going any formulaic .. ."r,,,,,_,,, 

or 428 

While the in Matatiele For a 

to upholding constitutional provisions for participation in they 

short viewed from an Arendtian t"lP,""'''''Pf'T 

of the public's and extent to of 

to consultation, focusing .U.;l""' .... , .... on to the 

forums. this the behind constitutionally mandating 

public 

in law-making, 

it does 

public 

Constitution 011 

Ibid at para 145. 
427 Ibid. 
428 Doctors For 

other, are 

419) at para 132. 

to actively _"'",._"'_ or public's 

and heighten 

In reasons 

one African 

Whereas public IS 
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to ensure that is a, 'government ,429 

entrenchment involvement in process is primarily aimed at 

of public with notions of a 

representative is reflected, albeit Court's 

that, Constitution calls for transparent reqUIres 

to public participation laws of the ,430 

Participation in Areas of 

Outside branch, ooenne:>s to is even extensive. With 

regard to exists or groups to 

them. Constitutional provides that any 

person a matter before , ... be admitted as an amicus 

curiae ... ,43l rule was not only on a common 

interest Vv'~U"'Vl1 the of as being 

case at hand.432 were 

invited and av~'v'jl"U , .434 from variolls and the 

praised the amicus procedures of rule 9. that. '[ w Je wish to .,,....,.,,1',,,,, 

valuable assistance by this Court on ... as 

Arendt (note 7) at 269. 
Doctors For (note 4 J 9) at para 121. 

431 ON R 757 of29 May 1998. 
432 Currie (note 383) at 88. 
<133 1996 (l) SA 984 
434 At para 4. 
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well as filed by above mentioned professional ,435 

to participation in Ferriera, however, was short-lived. In the court 

declared in v Minister ofSq{ety and that from having an interest in 

matter. the an amicus depends on, '", whether to advanced 

amicus are relevant to new be useful to 

the ,437 As to public participation, 

engagement, even though Court's of 

decision on public 

With to the ",,,,,_,,, ... ,., branch, 

involvement. Besides the stipulation in 

affected "''-1"'nUlI'' acti on has 

constitutional requirement that the 

decision,438 executive is therefore 

Constitution, even where it only in an 

mlbid. 
436 1997 
437 Fose 

The 

to 

438 Currie (note 
Section 195(J 

is slightly more 

'[b ]asic 

' .. , the must 

be diminished, 

is an inadequate approach to public 

rights have 

reasons', is no 

before it a 

unaccountable to the public in terms of 

manner, the form a 

it comes to adm With 

public administration', 195( 1) 

to , j' J' ,41'1 m po lcy-ma {mg, . 
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must by providing public and accurate 

information. ,440 similarly to the provisions bodies, it is unclear to 

what extent public participation have any influence. the 

involvement public more as a memc)o of greater 

as opposed to that same 

concerns may also provisions local ("H,'prn only 

.. . 
provlsJOns In Constitution any of public involvement. among objects 

local government 'to provide democratic accountable government 

for local ,441 and , encourage involvement communities community 

in local government. ,442 It be from an 

it is here is on communities civic 

organizations 1l1.}V .. ,."", of the may advance tendency ofpeopJe to think 

is strictly a forum for groups 

politics is a means by which the ,,,,,,n,"'''T and most 

and and not a for individuals to 

Persuasion and Justification 

In sum, it is 

Constitution is 

440 Section 195(1 )(g). 
441 Section 

Section I 

very to 

more towards 

parties not for that 

further their through 

openly. 

type of 

acfiva, of the 

the public with ~~"'VU'U' 
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accountability, and it is towards involving 

democratic gover11ment as a value so as responsiveness 

openness, ,443 no .. "', ..... ".,.. to include the public in 

governance of its own a extent, this may by the fact that 

seems to an overlooked and oft-forgotten life as 

has spread throughout world in recent years. enormous attention 

to transparency in the is understandable given s 

unaccountable and irresponsible "..-.,,,prnrn This is reflected 

the new it, he 

new Constitution is a 
to. It must 

a culture of authority, it is 
of justificatiol1- a culture in 

what it must 

,'"\", "",r- is expected to be 
of the case offered in 

laudable for its articulate 

of a 'culture 

Arendtian It leads to 

but completely 

clearly champions 

political in the polis and the 

the as an entity separate 

the people a in defence of her 

443 Section 

the leadership given 
decisions, not the fear 

post-apartheid 

when viewed from an 

of 

is healthy as long as government 

should have an 111 

aspect of the 

would have 

attempt in 

transparency d not 

444 Etienne Mureinik 'A to Where? Introducing the Interim Constitution' (1994) 10 SAJHR 31 at 32. 
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simply to justify accountabil ity 

should by deliberate, 

very political Vv~;;:';:',;';:' which detennine 

the scant active public 

participation, contemplates a H .... '"Ull .... l other ways 

themselves politically. Section 17 '[ e ]veryone 

and to assemble, to demonstrate, to picket and to present , Where 

is no distinct to all may become of crucial importance. 

when ,",v'''',,,,,'''''''' the right to found sI8, to 

carries the 'I'vytpn,tg, of realizing the Arendt 

admired in the councils 1956 Hungary. In essence, streets become and the 

the 'stimulates public and discussion of opinion expressed. 

public is contact expressing the ,445 Unfortunately, 

very that public realm 

to 

assemble in democracies is that of the right, 

dangerous of general dissatisfaction with the state. ,446 

Clearly of is to minimize with the state. 

then what is place is a to kind of revolutionary 

445117 re Munhumeso 1995 (I) SA 551 (ZS) at 557. 
446 BVerfGE 315 (1 315 at 345 Hrnkrlnl7. 
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fOLlnd in Arendt's councils. This dichotomy of control and action is paliicularly evident in the 

Regulation of Gatherings Act.447 in which most of the provisions are aimed at creating consensus 

between the demonstrators, local government, and the police regarding the location, time, and 

manner of demonstrations before they take place.448 In this respect, it is interesting to note that an 

assembly may be banned, 'when there is credible information on oath that the gathering will 

seriously disrupt traffic.'449 Again, there can be no mistaking tbis type of assembly with the 

spontaneous and purposively disruptive collective action championed by Arendt. 

Anotherright through which the Constitution contemplates political action is through the 

right to il·eedom of expression. Section 16 maintains that the right to freedom of expression 

includes the, 'freedom of the press and other media', and the, 'freedom to receive or impart 

information or ideas.' The importance of this right was articulated in South AFfcan National 

Defence Force Union v Minister of Defence. 450 in which the Constitutional Court stated that the, 

'[t]reedom of expression lies at the heart ofa democracy. It is valuable for many reasons, 

including its instrumental function as a guarantor of democracy, its implicit recognition and 

protection of the moral agency of individuals in our society and its facilitation of the search for 

truth by individuals and society generally.'45I Although this statement does not contlict with 

Arendt's theory, the right to freedom of expression is by 110 means revolutionary. Like the right 

to privacy and freedom of religion, the right to freedom of expression is a component of 'those 

liberties which we today associate with constitutional govemment and which are properly called 

4472050f1993. 
448 Currie (note 383) at 377. 
449 Ibid. 

450 1999 (4) SA 469 (Cel. 
451 South AFican National Defense Force Union (note 439) at para 7. 
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civil rights. ,452 It lead to In sense in govemmel1t, is 

a liberation. 

The constitutional provisions most injJuence over public 

are to voting. and] 27(2)(f) respectively provide 

and provincial referendums. The referendums is rare, however, as 

authorization an Act of Parliament it is it is 

dangerous to allow to vote in which 

453 Althou ah 
b was certainly an 

letting citizens in the of public was also 

that if no public realm in could and one 

another, their be devoid of discourse to form valid opinions. 

views uninformed susceptible to 

by and private concems, from an perspective, it is 

understandable and lamentable that ,",pr'Ull'OP is no realm in 

South 

Apart from 

19(3)(a) 

body 

452 Arendt (note 7) at 22. 
453 Currie (note 385) at 16. 

utilized in a I 

voting is for s19 

every right, 'to vote elections for any 

terms of this and to do so in secret.,. '. It should 
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that £',+,,,,,,..,,, are to vote legislators and not of the 

or Section 19 also for the right to stand public office. 

right to free, faiL and regular elections, and the tw'.:>r1,-., .. , to make political which 

includes the right to form, participate in, and a political IS no 

definition of democracy in Constitution, 111 9 are obviously 

ofthe at establishing a political system in 

should through their that is, a 

democracy.454 From is extremely 

representative t1P'n"'('r~I(''' a number of bear 

roy'enl05.L representative PYI1,,,,('r<l"'\I negates the participation. to that 

again 

adage that, ' 

of their elections. 

which people retain, 

than the power 

it is virtually impossible for 

only are problems 

or the 

choose 

454 Jbid at 14-5, 
"55 Arendt (note 7) at 261. 
456 Ibid at 228, 
457 Ibid at 261. 
458 Ibid at 260, 

oligarchic in sense that public and public 

privilege of the few. ,455 representative 

power is derived 

it is the property 

to vote a in the 

coercion with which a ler forces his victim into 

out ofjoint action and deliberation. ,457 On top 

to truly know the of their 

numbers, but system is one in 

depending on set out a platform 

choices is most in with their views. It 
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to assume that when are circulating their constituent areas to an 

the intention is to canvass the 

It is despite 

the Constitutional 

participatory democracy as 

Court heJd that, '[0 ]ur 

foundation; it is partly rep1re5;enlmIl 

statements aOlDe,lf to 

to 

public 

45'" Matatiele 
460 Ibid at para 40. 
461 Doctors For 

fundamental objective our 

Ltfe46 I that, 

for its articulation 

for granted 

As discussed above. not 

limited, but those that 

419) at para 115. 

people more than it is to 

of the representative model in 

on certain occasions felt inclined to 

representative democracy. 

has essential 

pa11icipative. 

democracy. ,460 

It encourages citizens 
with the institutions 

participation, 

to participate in public 

not elaborate on how are meant 

are the constitutional provisions 

to ensure that the is 
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for. where public involvement is the content duty is 

at transparency and 

may be an 

as "",'I"\r\""'f1 to active 

Thus, while 

and replres,enltatl it is that 

between 

model 

is dominant. without question, voting is primary, if not method 

","VI""''''''''' themselves politically; a which Arendt 

IS 

Apart 

democracy, 

the problems <l.j"vvJ'U with 

set more diffici.!lties 

that focus paid to political Section 1 1) states that the to 

the to, 

or a political and to 

abundantly clear 'th""·,,,'tf'lrp that C11lX of political ae'~ISlOnHn 

party. Arendt, ability to be active in a 

understanding is that serve to provide govemment 

action 

a 

as to 

the nr,,·,..I"\,)'CI't, sense political 

is 110t provided by simply being a member a 

enters an organization whose is to 

the agenda. this way, are ' their 

involved with a political is by no means an end 

462 Arendt 7) at 263. 

111 activities 

party or . Jt is 

is understood as being 

problem with this 

the required 

support as 

while 

joining 

so 

nature instrumental. 
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The problem is further by the fact that, although every adult the 

right to stand for public is that an individual must be a member to be 

This is reinforced by adherence to the closed-list C''''''r'''''~ 

representation in which voters are cllCtOSmg between lists of ",.."IHn by a 

The result is parties wield an enormous amount 

rUHAfPr as they can are. an era 

a profession el becomes 

can be devastating. to 'the "elite" therefore is being 

to standards and criteria which are profoundly unpoliticaL ,464 

combined, these factors precipitate that the party system replaces 

of the people by the ,465 with fOTInuia, 'government of the an 

:,prungj;'om the peopie.,466 

Another surrounding representation is that voters are 

between lists compiled by which are highly unregulated. There is no 

to act in a democratic manner, are not able to challenge 

criteria of parties. This is especially when one considers that party 

a prerequisite to running for provincial levels. The 

'~l">C",,,tC' itself as completely to notion of a public realm 

463 Arendt 7) at 269. 
464 Ibid at 269-70. 

Ibid at 269. 
Ibid. 
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to alL the an obligation on parties to democratically means that 

construct internal BH .. ,...".',,- mechanisms and procedures in any 

way see tit.467 This is not only because a member expelled 

a party arbitrary or unscrupulous expUlsion can to a 

their seat. who voted for a a 

certain can be "p",.",,",,, of the "I'>r'rl'>"""1tgt'An 

they had to with. applies to 

a member a ''''F',lvJ<''-CU can parties losin cr ::; 

albeit in limited 

point, it reiterated that from an the various 

dilemmas either parties or ("'n.,,",c·,,, to 

are that Constitution political at the centre 

the oftlle As such, political is not one in 

an individual can deliberate, question, and possibly change one's Rather, 

the political is by political to further 

best, '[a] Multi-paIty a political in ,;"hich it is 

for groups to their views and 

participate in ,468 political increasingly 

exclusive and t'nr,1rrw. public officials, 

compete one another to further a 

467 Currie (note at 448. 
468 United Democratic MovemenT v Presidel1f 
at 16, 

South (No 2) 2003 (I) SA 495 para 26 
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motivated. certainly not for the ,",P11"'1'lT of the public as a whole. division 

in to ""rr1PC over into 

public, frequently and racial is particularly South 

where is mutual trust and past and 

origin ... is not required. joint equalizes differences in origin' .469 

political rights supremacy parties and political with 

hostility and resentment are 

The Question of the Rights, the 

Public-Private 

'-'''''''''-"''' 1 0 of the Constitution provides that, , has to 

have respected .' Without question. a 

in the U\.JC'l-U.U<U This was made case 

470 in which are the 

most of all human all personal in the of 

committing to a founded on human rights we are required to value 

others.471 It follows that is to and 

civil 472 the on di more in current 

than to inform rights to vote, form political parties, so 

469 Arendt 7) at 165. 
470 1995 (3) SA 39] 
471 At para 144. 
472 Matatiele (note 420) at para 66. 
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forth. It also the life which is to be and in the 

right to one's respected to amount 

to a to an . hId' . 474 '11 d consonant WIt 1uman Igmty. . As J ustrate O'Regan 

of the to life in Makvllanyane, right to was included in the not 

simply to to It is not as mere matter Constitution 

cherishes, but the to human in the humanity. ,475 

continued by out '[tJhe to life, thus understood, incorporates to 

dignity. rights to human dignity and life are entwined. to is more than 

it is a to be treated as a without dignity, life is 

substantially diminished. life, cannot be ,476 

It is on the this erstanOlflg as articulated O'Regan J that socio-

economic rights are nr()tecte:ct Constitution. to U"""QC,l"'''. if not of 

the restriction of from most of the resulted in a 

of the in the do 

problems by rampant in 

corporations wield amounts power, social 

It is in of this predicament, one attributable to as 

the society, the state its as the only individual 

473 Section 11. 
474 Cun'ie (note 385) at 289. 
475 

476 WIf7niif711Vf7J7P 
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against oppression from private 477 state attempting to 

and services on an equitable by constitutionally entrenching 

economic rights. Indeed. right to have access to housing, 

care, food, water, to former Chief Justice 

'[t]hese are , for how can there be dignity 

lIla lived without access to water, or in the case of 

to support themselves, without Clr\1"w".nrl 479 We therefore, that while 

plays an enormous role in the South African ClYW\1'r\"1" to socio-economic rights, it also a 

double meaning. On the one hand, is as stated in s 10, but on 

other hand, protecting the right of access to Llu .... ar·vvIJl is seen as vital to 

existence of human dignity. From an of dignity 

.light on a number of crucial one which is its approach to 

public-private divide. 

Public-Private and the 

socia-economic rights both 1'","('",""1" 

it is that there is no division between the 

is explainable by the fact that the 

subsumed the very existence of a public matters were 

at 6. 
Sections 

479 Arthur Chaskalson 'Human Dignity as a Foundational Value of our Constitutiol1al Order' 
at 204. 

as was in 

to the 

16 SAJHR 193 
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level of nationaL and now global interest, and the result is modern world alienation. But Arendt 

is not so shortsighted so as to think that the solution is the complete and immediate exclusion of 

all private matters from public concern. Again, the world today is one in which government 

services are often the only source of sustenance for millions around the globe. In post-apartheid 

South Africa, because poverty is largely a result of the institutionalized oppression indicative of 

the rise of society, we are now dealing \;\,lith what may be called 'post-social' problems. For 

Arendt, the totalitarianism of Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union were, like apartheid South 

Africa, representative of the complete victory of the social realm; a victory which itself was 

logically dependent on the complete destruction of politics and the public realm wrought by the 

rise of totalitarianism. Having turned the page on this chapter'in history, however, we must now 

address the myriad problems which still linger heavily. Tt is according to this:understanding that 

the constitutional acknowledgment of socio-economic rights should be react. The question, 

therefore, is not whether there are distinct public and private realms, but how the post-apartheid 

order balances the two. In this respect, the case-law of recent years provides key insights into the 

current approach to the public-private divide. 

In the case of Soobramoney v Minister of Health (KwaZulu-Norol),48o the Constitutional 

Court had to consider whether a person suffering from chronic renal failure had the right to be 

admitted to the state hospital's dialysis program. In the course of the judgment, it was noted that 

the obligations imposed on the state by the constitutional provisions regarding socio-economic 

rights, 'are dependent upon the resources available for such purposes. and that the corresponding 

480 1998 (1) SA 765 (CC). 
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are limited by reason of the lack of resources: 48 
I Whether such resources 

case, held, was ultimately a decision which to 

for health services in KwaZulu-Natal. On this 

court with rational decisions taken in good faith by political nrfro>,,';' 

responsibility it is to deal with such matters .. 4g2 an 

judgment resonates with Arendf s ca!l for a 

483 Similar to her belief that politicians 

i"i"A .. ",.,t areas of expertise, the 

of allocating of resources was not 

the cases of Minister o.lHealth v Treatment 

the Republic (!lSouth Af;'ica l' Grootboom, on 

certain circumstances where it would deliver 

fiscal plans. 486 If it is found that the state has not 

and without delay, ' ... courts may- and if wide powers to make orders 

that affect policy as well as legislation. ,4R7 

Campaign case issued an order that 

the purpose of reducing the risk 

noted that the First 

481 At para 1. 
482 At para 29. 
483 Arendt (note 7) at 266. 
484 2002 SA 721 
485 2000 (11) BCLR 1169 

in the Treatment Action 

the use of nevirapine for 

of HIV. In Grootboom, the 

had made clear that the question is 

to Terms with Judicial Enforcement of Socio-Economic Rights' (2004) 20 SAJHR 383 
Law, and the (2007) 217-18. 

48[: Ex parte at para 78. 
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not socio-economic rights are justiciable, but to them.489 Court 

that the appropriate that 

Constitution requires to implement a 1',""","<> 

resources to progressively of access to something 

State to do to the decision was idea 

can no equality, values of our 

no held in 

socio-economic 111 ' ... to 

our into one in .. For as long as conditions 

aspiration have a hollow idea is ",vr,,.,,,,, that human is 

dependent on external as socio-economic status. While notion mi be 

contradictory to the inherent dignity provided for in s1 0, it 

s of socio-economic as 

willingness to enter the necessary. lS to note from an 

Arendtian perspective is not only of public-private divide that 

in and represent, the 'political' of the 

private 

To recall, deems inequality as 

origins are Fairness, persuasion, and hancL are 

the public the political. Although we seen that courts are (and at 

489 Groothoom (note 485) at para 20. 
490 At para 98. 
491 At para 23. 
492 .,'nr,/lrr.rmnnp1' (note at para 8. 
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times constitutionally to ensure the to 

equality in it is important to that the Constitution 

political considerations onto traditionally matters even the state is not 

involved. One area where is readily is with 9, 

which that measures may be equality. is 

action 

prohibition the in Holfman v to 

declare a blanket of refusing employment to people with was unjustifiable. 

is not only on and are labour 

matters. with 'everyone has to 

labour practices, ',the Labour .'-'.'-'''''LIVll'' to protect to toe a 

political I m course employment.497 Section J that a 

dismissal is deemed as automatically unfair ifthe employer an 

to the employee's political Similarly, that a person 

employment not be because present or 

with a union. 

It is thus clear according to of the public and private 

realms South an amount of two. 

matters are constitutionally to concern, the and 

equality of the public realm are imposed upon matters of the private While IS 

495 At para 37. 
496 66 of 1995, 
497 Currie (note at 448, 
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the that we are with problems inflicted by rise 

the an Arendtian nf-',c<.:nl-'f'f is why the nrlnf',n 

equality are not 011 111 

our problem this question highlights is 

foundation of IS the foundation of answer to 

this lie in fact that relation between dignity and 

to a focus on other voting 

as it to 

was to a extent by J in v which 

that, '[t]he universality the right to vote is not only nationhood 

democracy, vote of and citizen is a badge and of oer'S0l1l100(1. Quite 

ly, it says everybody counts. ,499 

It can that apart from voting, participation not 

appear to viewed as a component of dignified life in South Africa; it is precisely in 

regard the fundamental Arendt is exposed. in to 

11O\v can in a life without access to housing. 

care, food, and water,500 Arendt would in a Ii without access 

to public it is a the to 

political ",u,np,-.r over two millennia ago the \vas 

Yet for to food shelter as sufficient to dignity is severely 

498 1999 
A1Igusr 498) at para 17, 

500 Chaskalson (note 479) at 204, 
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misleading. It is reflective she tPl"t'I""/1 politically most doctrine of the 

age, is good,50l 

Arendt is to Constitution that every n?>'!'<:n,n !IV""""""" an 

is adamant that weighty are not enough. nor are 

stating that, a to is an of the 

intrinsic human are entitled to treated as worthy of 

concem. ,502 In Arendt's main point is that history shown that do not 

articulation 'Rights . over two hundred the 

twentieth of genocide futility of 

in words.503 Arendt human rights 

moral speCUlation or philosophy. 504 that in human 

rights of to be pr()te(~te(l. '[h ]uman dignity needs a new guarantee which can 

principle, in a new law on whose validity must 

comprehend humanity. ,505 

What does Arendt intend by a 'new which can found only in a new 

political only through 

initiative can human our our dignity. 

of action is the guarantee of human in modern 

501 Kateb 'Death and Politics: Hannah Arendt's Reflections on the American Constitution" (1987) 54 Social 
Research 605 at 612-3; See also Arendt (note 8) at 313. 
502 (note at pam 144. 
503 Arendt (note 331) at 293. 
504 Isaao 'A New Guarantee on Earth: Hannah Arendt on Dignity and the Politics of Human Rights' (1996) 
90, (1) American Political Science Review 6 I at 61. 
505 Arendt 331) at ix. 
506 78) at 103. 
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can their something about ,509 If there is always 

will be deprived with the only dignity to them either from a 

document or by basic their being human. that is not enough. 

CONCLUSION 

The point dissertation is not to the South two 

decades is no doubt South from apartheid 

was last century. the 1996 

Constitution, a OJ",,' .. vu of hope in a world pJ by conflict, poveliy, the failure of 

governments. Constitution is a monument to the detennination of a to overcome 

burden of history- the evils of colonialism, 

problems that are 

509 Isaac (note 504) at 65, 
510 Currie (note at 2. 
511 Ibid at 5. 

of 

led many to use 

and apartheid social 

success of transformation into 

, l' ,511 'revo utlOnary' , to the 'that the 
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new a different ,512 and even to 

has a of work and 513 

The of however. has been that the 

success attributed to the South transition can be counter-productive to extent that it 

stifles continual, critical re-assessment transition and achievements up to date. 

that the African transition was not in fact revolutionary when an 

Arendtian """,,'''''''''''t'T'''''' Though the np,-.",,,,,,,,, revolution and liberation is shorter 

distance between liberation and 514 has not been creation a new politic 

in which a positive conception freedom has embraced. In essence, revolutionary 

spirit has not been given as a result, we have the hpt1c,,,,, Arendt's 

that once is achieved, the of country rest on their 

to in power. Power effectively transfers from one 

while situation all the the expansion 

their application to all, the old dynamics exclude 111 asses fi'om 

For reasons we not to South 

ULJ""''-'' order it along 

with notion the current situation can at a 

tension is on rise many 

512 Eyecutive Council of the Western Cape 
at para 62, 

513 See Schell 
514 Arendt 

at 
10) at 210, 

that kettle is about to boil over. as opposed to 

,l'V/\lfllllfP V President Rep1/blic 1995 SA 877 

at 112-22. 
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bloody 

does not seem to based in any 

not appear to primarily rooted in any 

of the state. 

coord 

in 

that one 

still 

unquestionably 

premonition 

others, 

that was 

historical 

result 

as 

may now vote, 

the police. The 

for 

question, many of 

role 

methods 

avoided by 

problems are 

by which the public 

rise of society. Our 

the doom that 

The exceeam 

ethnic contliet, or 

someone . represent 

today's violence 

and the hopeless 

ills are attributable to 

social question 

:stage. While 

is we 

the 

is impending today 

today 

even plan a n1arch 

to be based more 

nothing will 

inequality 

appears to an 

alleviation of poveJiy is 

see fruition of 

to 

and coercion come to relied on; 

'5 key protagonists. 

an Arendtian un fortunate ofa 

has been to the household 

is not one public we 

people themselves their actions, but one conformity is 

Life good and we are still ultimately a 

labourers the and material concerns is the preeminent of 

both and the has we 
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functionalized. And as labour the life, it is antithetical to the pursuit 

of 5J5 We are less to be by we in our 

where we on the of functions. 

Even the meaning ascribed to 'I abourer' , majority 

In which to engage in true action. 

The this 

then, concems the have of 

vital public concern. shoul d not be seen as a 

,..t',H",'''' so much as. an attempt to with 

mistaken to view the 

as as be seen 

as to social sCI,enc:e on which 

apartheid was which one its will on groups 

and "',"'T"",n of inequality segregation. 16 Each its 

acknowledgment that rise 

occurred. Constitution is an 

society and reverse the 

515 Arendt (note 7) at 40. 
516 JWG Van der Walt 8) at 75-6. 

and over time this became . Thus, 

to constitutional it is more an 

destruction of the and private have 

,.,."",.",,-t people the terrible 

a ",,,,,·v"",.,,'" administration. 
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the Constitution has CCt~ealeQ in its to redress the 

apartheid short in its to a truly new an 

attributable to the initial "","'JA~""VA the public from 

As OD[lost::a truly the 

'will of the their to create a new South 

Africa. statements that Constitution is adopted so as to 

'[l]ay the '[b Juild a united Africa.' to 

conceive political action as making IS 'what a craftsman does 

forcing raw to conform to modeL raw has no 111 and 

do human beings cast as raw material an attempt to create a new society or make 

In their efforts to create a new without deliberation, framers for a 

of democracy .... rp·,..",nrn is provided for 

sense way through which the is While 

is perhaps ""I'I>,n .. " .. """,,, by that ve of is the most 

common variation, it does not dispel problems articulated by Arendt, that. ' 

booth which we our ballots is unquestionably too smalL room for 

one. ,SlR result is an power is 

derived possess it only on their it is the 

rulers.,519 

517 Arendt (note 7) at xi-xii. 
518 Arendt (note at 232. 
519 Arendt 10) at 228. 
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In Africa's democracy, are by the political 

represent an in-between, a between government main 

purpose is to their similarly to a lobbying VLt5,UUl,L.,U' to 

advance interests and lobbyists special position in 

the parties are not to operate democratic principles. 

According to this ultimately In a modern whereby 

freedom the of in this case, principal 

With a between and with 

opportunity to the process of the the people, into 

depoliticized. Without constant public political _u .. ~_,..,¥. 

are hindered becoming informed and of are guided by 

persona] interests those as a not 

the and instalment direct She 

practicall y '"J,.<4''i''''' 'the room will not hold ,
521 in the sense a political cu<o'rPl'TI cannot 

function <>1'1'0""" individual's consent is any decisjon is 

In view, political participation not every >,\p1'"<:"n S admission to 

the 

be 

reached 

Ibid at 229. 
52] Arendt 

Assembly. 

direct 

on a 

In 

1 0) at228. 

structures could be place to connect larger 

IS aC(;Olll1mv~"«v ... ,,,",. Like council authority 

move it 

way, the structure could do more than just a 
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. culture by way which IS to actions. A 

structure to all creates accountability ground up. It 

an <ltt"rrt,!'\t to change society through the actions of governments ... 

In to create a new political details of such a however, are 

important of civic and revolutionary insistent challenge 

to the status quo such a fonnal prevents the powerful 

impulses of the from being "n,.n'''I,pn by more 

1,· 573 po Itles. -. 

framework is not from Arendt's from being 

of foundation, are needed to in a ly 

fashion and to coordinate s 

view is with the notion that democracy is not 'the 

people the rule of the within certain channels, according to 

procedures. ,524 is adamant a cannot be so 

detached usage that it and of only to Jearned. Above all 

else, a must permit to enter an ic where freedom is 

secured. 

of a constitutionally "'''''LI'Hl\..l~,'-' form of political are twofold. 

rights to guaranteed. more just legal recognition is 

522 Kaldor 'Introduction' in Mary Kaldor The New Detente (I 1 at 15. 
523 Isaac at 71. 
524 in Jon Elster Rune 
Constiturionalism and Democracy (1988) 231. 
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required. allowing in the people II to 

dignity ensure that they are not seen as mere subjects state. With 

levels of 

is minimized to the 

distance between the state and the 

that the state is impeded denying 

standard of is essential to realizati on 

is critical to the clear manifestation of human 

of constitutionally for second 

realm is that effect can given to aspiration contained 

to who live in united in our diversity.' public 

their Just as a 

active participation 

access to public 

IS, 

seen many in a variety """.""''''''''' without identity, so that are 

in which we gathered them know see sameness in utter diversity. ,525 It is a 

our our inherent sameness. By 

towards a common purpose, or at least to a plurality 

fully, is no that unity and understanding can 

a highly divided such as ours. 

should true not be 

Afl-jean 

the of poor 

have to initiate 

dignity. A new 

people a taste action and 

Arendt 7) at 57. 

communities, to 

potential 

to 

both 

be 

opinions 

the 

for much 

largely of 

1I1 

and self-fulfilment. 
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This new culture will have to one In people value of others, 

embrace idea that by someone their home, and 

which revolution can be necessarily so that can be 

'overthrown' - a conception would fall misleading c.onnotations 

Arendt cautions but so that the in a with 

the power of joint cause, must not just 

responded to- too must to the public realm. 
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